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A writer is not read by his contemporaries and by their 

grandchildren; a misfortune, but no proof against his giite; only if 

even the grandchildren never get the desire to read him, then it is 

certain that he never deserved to be read." 

LESSING, Rescues of the HORAZ. 
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About the sculptor HEINRICH KELLER was written in the 

XXXV. Neujahrsstiick (1839) of the Ziiricher Kiinstlergesellschaft. 

There was little room left for the poet. HEINRICH KELLER'S poetic 

work, however, is at least as important as his artistic work. 

HARDMEYER has set a memorial stone to the sculptor in honor of 

all his outstanding achievements. - This work wants to do justice to 

the poet, taking into account his artistic activity, and to bring to light 

HEINRICH KELLER'S life, his wide-ranging connections with the 

most respected contemporary representatives in literature and art. 

In 1835, JULIUS MAX SCHOTTKY (d. 1849) stayed in Milan 

with the only surviving son of ALBERT VON KELLER and wrote a 

three-volume unprinted work about him, compiled a selection of 

poems and thus wisely prepared it for me. A number of original 

letters, which have since been lost, have been preserved in copies; 

there are also many titles of poems mentioned which have not come 

down to us. The importance of his work, however, lies solely in the 

richness of its material. 

My investigation is from the most reliable source. 

In January 1888, HEINRICH KELLER'S complete estate was 

made available to her from the possession of the grand nephews 1
) in 

Milan: . Letters, handwritten poetry (dramatic, epic and lyrical), 

novellas in prose, compositions, essays on art history, sketches of 

paintings, etc. Further research in Zurich has also brought to light 

individual items. 2
) In Rome, all efforts were in vain; FERDINAND 

VON PLATNER, the son of the eponymous topographer of Rome,8) 

1 
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who was HEINRICH KELLER'S brother-in-law, informed me in 

response to various questions that everything that was once found had 

been lost or had wandered into autograph collections. Newly emerging 

sources, by the way, do not change the picture of HEINRICH 

KELLER as it appears to us from the enormous material that is now 

available. 

To the Zurich colonel KASPAR KELLER-Fti'ssLI ') was born as 

the first of numerous children on February 17.11
) 1771 a son, 

HEINRICH. The father, a clever and in the architecture even thatiger 

man, has made itself around the preservation of native master styles of 

the most skillful old and new Kiinstler highly merited. He himself 

owned a rich gallery of paintings, which was well worth seeing and 

enjoyed an excellent reputation. In contact with the most important 

artists of his time, he nourished the joyful participation in all great 

phenomena in the fields of literature and art. His brother-in-law was 

the well-known Hans Heinrich Fussli, 6
) the Ohmann, who continued 

the Kiinstlerlexikon 7
) and did so much for the spreading of good taste 

during his life. 

HEINRICH was of weak health from a young age. In his father's 

picture gallery he drew a lot and with pleasure.  At the school desk, he 

occasionally got into trouble when he was caught doing a caricature of 

the teacher.  If the spiritual current in his father's house had already 

had a n  influence on his artistic talents, it was later the witty Mrs. 

LAVATER-SCHINZ, 8
) a bitter friend, who introduced him to 

contemporary poetry. The correspondence between the two lasted until 

the end of their lives, and HEINRICH, in deep gratitude for the 

manifold suggestions, dedicated "Franzesca und Paolo" to her in 1808. 

Thus, at an early age, art and poetry drew the young KELLER away 

from the strict school discipline and lured him into the glorious land of 

the imagination. His parents, however, led him unremittingly back to 

his duties; they did not want him to become incapable of filling his 

place in a learned profession as a respected citizen of his father's city. 

Always somewhat pushed and driven, HEINRICH went through his 

Zurich schools in order to then approach his specialized studies. 
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In the late year 1789 he moved to the academy in Bern to devote 

himself to jurisprudence. In addition to the colleges, however, his 

main occupations were again drawing and painting. He listened to the 

law teachers 1TH and KuHN and hoped that his stay in Bern would 

bring him many advantages for the future, even though he did not like 

the proud way of thinking of its inhabitants. 9
) In the spring of 1791, 

he met the sculptor CHRISTEN 10
) from Unterwald, who had returned 

from a three-year stay in Rome, where he had worked under the 

famous TRIPPEL. CHRISTEN had a tremendous influence on the 

young KKLLER, while he was giving him lessons in Zurich (perhaps 

during his holidays), alienating him from science and winning him 

over completely to art. At the urgent request of the teacher and the 

resolute wishes of the pupil, his parents agreed that HEINRICH should 

renounce jurisprudence and take up the career of an artist. Instead of 

returning to college, he joyfully went with CHRISTIAN to his quiet 

home in Stanz and there threw himself with full zeal into the studies 

that were to introduce him to sculpture. About his stay in the country 

of Unterwalden we are well informed in a series of letters to stud. phil. 

HoRNRR,11
) his faithful JACQUES. With youthful zeal HEINRICH 

surrenders himself completely to his art, as difficult as it is for him to 

slowly acquire all the little skills of it. In his free time, he enjoys 

wandering through the lovely countryside, describing its beauty and 

praising the simplicity and contentment of its inhabitants.  On April 

11, 1791, Kunstjiinger reports to HORNER on his dealings with 

clergymen and officers: 

...with the former they debate, with the latter they practice fencing." 

He does not know how to find enough reading material:-"Either the 

libraries of the gentlemen are full of godliness, or full of military 

regulations. He is enchanted by WIELAND'S Oberon, which has also 

found its way into the quiet valley; he has enjoyed THUMMEL's 

travels in the central provinces of France; but his friend is to bring 

more from Zurich. On Easter Sunday, a letter reports rhetorical 

exercises which he has begun: Wu&ZEN's " Spiritual Eloquence", 

CANISII. 

.Rhetorica explicata", ZIMMERMANN's .Dramatic Poetry". 

and BOILEAU's - Traite du sublime" are used there as a teaching biicher 
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led. HEINRICH also tries his hand at writing his own poems, which 

are sent to Zurich for criticism by the strict professor. The latter does 

not seem to have been reticent in his judgment, for on May 24 the 

author asks his friend not to dislike rhetoric, "it holds much 

forgiveness for him. A sample of his activity is enclosed with the 

same letter: Otoo by Cook's body. "You can laugh as much and as 

long as you want for my sake, only don't let anyone laugh with you," 

he adds. HORNER expressed his dissatisfaction with this product. 

KELLER did not let him see any of the speeches and letters he had 

written earlier, and sent a ballad that was written at this time, "Die 

Flammenreiter oder der Abt und die Reuter" (The Flame Riders or the 

Abbot and the Reuters) to his friend HOFMEISTER; "a weak, watery 

thing", the poet himself admits. In one of the letters we find the 

excellent characterization of two outstanding people from Unterwald: 

L. KAISER 12
) and Landammann WYRSCH. lnteresting is also the 

description of the political life in the Unterwaldner Landchen. - The 

Ziiricher art comrade MuRALT 18
) and KELLER undertake expeditions 

into the dragon's nest: HEINRICH wants to see if he can write poetry 

in the dark, wet grotto; he is counting firmly on the inspiring effect of 

such a place.  In the Brachmouat he first reports to HORNER on 

his Latin studies: he has undertaken Livius, so as not to forgetagain all 

that he once acquired For the sake of landscapestudies 

KONRAD GESSNER 14
) comes from Zurich to visit CHRISTEN and 

expands the circle of the small art community in Stanz. At the request 

of a cross painter, KELLER sets about honouring the memory of a 

ninety-year-old man in an epitaph, which he succeeds in doing quite 

well in a few hexameters. At the beginning of September, he speaks of 

a work of his own composition that he has completed; but he adds 

lamentingly: he has learned nothing in the process, except that it is too 

difficult a matter for him, despite the fact that the thing has not yet 

come out so iible. CHRISTEN had given Ein schlii.ge to the folds, 

otherwise the child would be his.  The 

Latin lectiire let him address many questions to HORNER, which the 

latter may have answered readily. 11>) In October HEINRICH begins 

to translate Tibull and soon ventures to 
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metrical transcription; scattered in the letters are numerous rich 

samples. With his teacher CHRISTEN, he reads Moritz's Mythology, 

which a professor of Latin from Lucerne had brought them.  

CHRISTEN works on Bodmer's portrait for the guild master Escher, 

HEINRICH draws after Gyps and fills the remaining time with Latin 

and Greek. In the winter month, he turns to Sophocles. "Explain to 

me," he writes to HORNER, "also a little what was the matter with the 

choruses of the ancients; he pleases me except properly well; I have 

read Philoctet, first Leasing's notes on it; I have also written such 

things to the Iibrigen Stiicken; it makes one aware of the beauties of 

the stack." CHRISTEN, by the way, seems to have taken a lively 

interest in the new phenomena of literature. Last week," writes 

HEINRICH, " he also came home from Lucerne, quite enchanted by 

the beauties of a book from which a description of Raphael's stanzas 

had been read to him, called Ardinghello oder die 

gliickseeligenlnsuln." The Tibull translation recurs in all sorts of 

queries to HORNER. Among KELLER'S studies, an Apollo is chiefly 

well-suited; but the youthful Kiinstler admits that CHRISTEN had 

troubled him many a dear hour on account of the eyebrows, before 

they had been slender and delicate enough for him. He asks for an 

edition of Virgil: Schiiler and teacher would like to read the Georgica 

together; .to enrich the imagination with new images," they assign to 

Tibull. A metrically translated elegy by this poet is returned corrected 

by HORNER and is to serve as a model for all future attempts. On 

January 20, 1792, there is the first mention of a creation by the sculptor 

HEINRICH KELLER: 

Just no critical examination," he begs his friend, "-I give you the 

figure for what it is, for the first, unfulfilled birth of my artist's brain. 

In March an enthusiastic letter speaks of the impression Burger's 

ballads made on him: Lenore, the priest's daughter of Taubenheim 16
) 

resounded in heavy melodies as far into the Alps thii.ler and his 

descriptions attest to the tremendous success which Burger's 

volksthiimliche poems acquired all around the German Gauen. The 

ii.sthetic theories, which HORNER applied to 
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KBLLRR do not quite make sense to him. I would like," he writes on 

March 26, 1792, "to hear from you what the ultimate purpose and use 

of aesthetics is for the visual artist; have patience with me, dear 

HORNER, and with my head, which looks at such things like a cow 

looks at a redgate!"  "Iwas almost in the mood," he continues, " t o  

procure for myself, in addition to art books, a few good poets; do you 

not think that this would be praiseworthy reading for the artist?" He 

pays on: Utz, Hagedorn, Gleim, Kleist, Klopstock, Bttrger, Stolberg, 

Milton, Thompson, and others.  The dialogues of 

Lucian make him much forgiven  in their dramatic 

vivacity. While CHRISTEN is working on the model for Gessner's 

monument, his Schiller is busy with the biography of Abbe Koch and 

tries his hand at his own invention: Elektra weeping at Agamemnon's 

grave, her forehead resting on her right hand, holding a bowl in her 

left, from which she is pouring a sacrifice.  Before already he 

had sketched as the counterpart to a Bacchus of CHRISTEN an 

Ariadne filling the cup. In August 1792 CHRISTEN and with him his 

whole house moves toLucerne;  

 thereHORNER has visited his friend and has seenthe 

becoming figures under the skillful hands of the artists 

 InOctober, Abbe Koch's Biiste and Elektra are finished 

and MARTIN VON MuRALT brings a Niobe to Zttrich as a pre-sent 

for the dear JACQUES", which HEINRICH had intended for him. Abbe 

Koch inspires our KELLER with enthusiasm for politics in these 

turbulent times, and we are astonished to find in his letters, in place of 

the sentimental Schwii.rmers, a revolutionary spriih devil who, 

because it is fashionable to be a democrat, joins the democratic club, 

reads the Moniteur, like all young people who lay claim to reason and 

enlightenment. With the Guard officer Junker Pfyffer, Junker Rutti 

mann, Widmer, and Dr. Crauer, Koch, CHRISTEN, and HEINRICH 

KELLER intend to celebrate the victory at Mons. CHRISTEN models 

for the occasion the Pope, the King ofPrussia andthe Emperor 

out of butter, and while these three are slowly melting on the stove, a 

specially created song to Widmer's tuneis sung Dumouriezpicture 

is to parade on the table, garlanded, if it can be found.  

 Whether this celebration 
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really came to pass, w1r do not assume from the following letters. 

Under the supervision of the well-known MELCHIOR WYRSCH 17
) 

KELLER drew a lot during his stay in Lucerne. In the midst of the 

political excitement, he returned again and again to his studies: 

Macbeth is his lectiire, the results of Mendelssohn's and Jacobi's 

philosophy give him much to do; Greek is his favorite pastime. After 

completing his day's work, he wanders out to the lake, and in the 

splendor of the nature surrounding him, he sings Ossian and Fingal 

and rejoices in the sublimity of the foreign songs. In December 1792, 

a letter sounds quite dissatisfied because of the constant fragmentation 

of his work: "In God's name I must build a greenhouse for my branch, 

otherwise the whole tree will not bear fruit. Seriously, dear friend, I 

must put all my might and forget everything else into my subject, 

otherwise I shall remain a miserable stumper." 
HORNER seems at this time to have been the school compulsion in 
Zurich 

He expresses to his friend that he wants to take up art, a plan that was 

hardly the result of a seriously thought-out decision, but rather of the 

unbridled urge to become free and to wander the world. But 

HEINRICH joyfully welcomed the project and spoke of a joint 

journey to Palmyra to plant the flowers for the wreath of immortality. 

At that time, the letters speak of a comfortable well-being in a happy 

circle in Lucerne; a musical society that "subscribes to Father Nii.geli" 

fills the long winter evenings; HEINRICH requests the compositions 

for Biirger's ballads, Orpheus, Schulz's hymns, etc. from home. In 

CHRISTEN'S workshop, he works on an Adonis, who pierces the tip 

of the spear with the thumb and forefinger of his right hand. Political 

asides recur here and there. .One of my local acquaintances sniped his 

bttndel a few weeks ago and has gone to the Nation," he says in 

January 1793, .hiitte I a more durable health, who knows what I 

thii.te." Two Jacobins, members of the National Assembly, come to 

Lucerne and offer the Abbe Koch a bishopric; but he turns it down. 

KELLER w o u l d  have done himself a great disservice if he had left; 
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this man had mostly caused the Babylonian confusion in his head with 

all the political tinder. When HEINRICH, in the most moody mood, 

begins to sing a bitter little song about the "cacistocracy of our dark 

planet," the spirit of the times, which had also gripped him so 

dii.monically, sounds from every word. In the joyous days of Shrove 

Tuesday, the excitement reaches its climax. -- ... were I not so bound, 

I would by God also help with lightning, or the tempest had to crush 

me too, .... I am fire and flame, and my blood boils and bubbles at the 

name of freedom, and an impatient heat spurs me restlessly about; I 

never know what I will, nor what I can do, and eat up my fury within 

me." HEINRICH sends a linguistic essay to HORNER, so that he may 

forward it to Strasbourg, "to the address laid down in the Kourier". 18
) 

This product of his political reflections, with all its rhetorical fire and 

stormy revolutionary tone, elicited only a pitying smile from his cool 

friend at Zurich. He writes to KELLER that he will return the whole 

thing to him at the next opportunity. At first, the author may have 

been angry at the enclosed criticism; later, he openly confesses that it 

was partly personal revenge that had led him to write the pamphlet. 

He had become deeply involved in the excited activity:- "Now I 

should even," he writes in March 1793, "take over the Luzerner 

Wochenblatt; one of my local friends, a very good head, whose 

fingers are twitching for a few pranks, wants me to offer him a hand. 

In a circle of witty men and women, KELL£& made many 

friends with all sorts of joyful unialls, which he presented in poetic 

garb. To the young theologian at Zurich he paints a glorious future in 

bright imaginative pictures; but his desire for bliss goes to Siiden, to 

distant lands,-where once Athens stood with its wonders, and now 

grace leans weeping against ruined works of art." 

To bequeath his name to posterity, K1tLLER prepared a 

substantial piece in the fallow month of 1793, in which he 

.on high command in a corny style and poetic writing a survey of the 

present situation and especially of the French 
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Revolution", which was to be preserved for eternity in a church tower 

button, together with the description of the Turk War of AD 1525 

already found in it during the repair. Since he was once again quite 

active in the literary camp, he immediately went to a guild speech at 

the request of his father, for which work, however, he requested "one 

of HORNER's bulls as a leader before his plough and wehmiithig". 

HEINRICH had the misfortune in September to be attacked by a 

masked fellow and wounded with a stiletto. The rumour spread rapidly 

through the town, and when he heard it again from his friends on the 

following morning, the stabbing was already reported deadly. To 

prove the contrary, he swam the same day through the middle of the 

Reuss, and declared confidently that he would not now be regarded as 

drowned. 

The news of TRIPPEL's death (he died on September 23, 1793) 

deeply moved CHRISTEN and his artistic comrades. For HEINRICH 

the early passing of the excellent master was all the more painful 

because he heard shortly afterwards that the latter had offered to take 

him on as a pupil, which CHRISTEN had selfishly or enviously 

concealed from him during his lifetime. 

At the end of the year 1793, there are more and more statements 

that show us how much he was drawn away from Lucerne, out of the 

narrow circle in which he had no great role models. Bitter complaints 

about his own despondency and unmanly softness give eloquent 

expression to the unsatisfied state of mind in which he found himself. 

CHRISTEN had promised to travel with him to Rome; as soon as 

HEINRICH noticed that CHRISTEN was wavering in his resolution, he 

made up his mind to wander on his own to Sicily. At the end of the 

year, he sends his friend a love song in the form of a verse, "A.n Lila", 

the first of the collection of the same name, which later grew mainly in 

Florence and is available in manuscript. His desire for freedom, for 

release from the restricted circumstances that had an inhibiting effect 

on his youthful, impetuous spirit, became more and more unbending. 

ffNobody needs freedom more than the artist; genius must be free of 

fetters, otherwise it will never flourish, and the mere thought of 

dependence slackens the sinews and saps the courage to work," he 

writes to HORNER, still asking him to "give up". 
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KELLER once went on a visit "to dear Lucerne, where God and the 

devil quarrel a b o u t  the regime and a kind of enlightenment begins 

to gii.hen, which is as appropriate here as the gem of Leda on the 

rosary of aCapuchin." winter KELLER worked with all zeal 

on furthering his artistic and literary knowledge: he drew from Diirer, 

read Shakespeare, Lessing and Schiller. But all his thoughts are fixed 

on Rome: F o r  heaven's sake, tell me one reason why I have not 

long been there instead of here, where I have neither art nor nature 

and depend on the whim of a fool who has the luck to be a genius." In 

free lessons he teaches Greek to three Schillers, who are considerably 

inferior to him in scientific education as well as in age: Professor 

Miiller, the choirmaster Crauer, and the parish assistant Schalbretter. 

He has to work hard in order to be able to exist as a teacher, and he 

has to avoid   curious questions of the 

disciples with the hope of the future, "when all this will become 

clear". KELLER had thought that he would send his enthusiastic travel 

letters to his friend in Ziirich from far away, but the unfortunate delay 

destroyed this hope: HORNER left first, to Leipzig for thesemester

  Thetwo met again beforehand, probably in Knonau. Eigen 

thiimlich ist, wegen seiner spa.tern Schicksale, eine Aeusserung 

KELL:t<:R's vom 27. Mar 1794. Klagend he confesses to the departing 

comrade: "I am displeased and sad, I do not think we will see each 

other again; I suspect I will not come home from Rome.  The last 

letter from Lucerne is dated April 28, 1794; HEINRICH then traveled 

back to Zurich to see all his loved ones once again and to make 

preparations for his departure.       

FtlSSLIhasany caseexerted his influence in favour of the 

wanderlusting artist and has made his parents agree to his son's plans.

 On theeve of the journey HEINRICH writes a few lines   to 

JACQUES. His heart is full of the melancholy of parting; but the 

joyful confidence in a glorious future makes him rejoice that the hour 

has come when his hottest wish will be fulfilled.  The family album, 

which the uncle to him at 
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It is worth mentioning again at this point: 

Let art be your main focus on your entire journey, namely, the 

art of expression; everything else only a secondary purpose that 

distances you from your great goal. Love art for its own sake; at 

first without regard for honor, and always without regard for profit. 

Study not after many patterns, but the more unremittingly after a 

few godly master fucks. Never work thoughtlessly, but just as little 

without rules. Let vain pride of the artist remain far from you; let 

foreign envy of the artist never make you despondent. In the 

mechanical aspects of your art, you deny every one of those who 

enjoy your art its own merit; in manner, you follow none. You 

rejoice in your own progress in silence, and from others' you also 

draw new strength. - Remain as before impartial in thought and 

action, as sensitive and yet as passionless, as modest in your own 

judgment and yet as independent of that of others, as wise and 

sober, in short as noble, as simple and as good as we have known 

and loved you. Never forget your parents, friends and fatherland, 

even in the midst of the greatest joys that beautiful Italy will bestow 

upon you. Remain faithful to God and virtue, to us and to yourself, 

until happy reunion! 

In memory of his beloved friend and nephew... 

H. H. FOssLT, des Raths. 

Zfirch, on the 11th of May 1794. 

On May 12, HEINRICH KELLER traveled from Zurich to 

Lucerne and Stanz, where he probably visited teachers and friends 

once again. The first letter from Italian soil is dated from Florence on 

the 6th of March 1794. He describes to his friend in faraway Leipzig 

the impressions that the collections of Milan and the art-rich capital of 

Tuscany had made on him: in Milan Leonardo's Last Supper in the 

Cenacolo alle Grazie; in Florence Titian, the divine Sarto and above 

all the beautiful perspective of two rows of antique statues. The letters 

no longer flow so hii.u:fig bin and here: on the 18th month of autumn 

the second reports to HORNER the experiences of the journey; in one 

of 
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In a mood of quiet homesickness, he tells of the High Alps, which he 

sawthe first time when crossing the Gotthard so close

 HORNERhad visited the Dresden art collection from 

Leipzig and sent his friend a description of it. Copies of several letters 

from Florence to his father and uncle have been preserved, which 

present the magnificent works of artan equally enthusiastic manner. 

 Theacquaintance with UHDEN, the Berlin art connoisseur 

and politician, 19
) was for HEINRICH a most fortunate coincidence; 

for under his direction the visit to the museums brought double 

benefit.  UHDEN had already spent some time in Florence, and had 

seen all that was excellent.  The directors of the various 

collections knew how to appreciate  his sound judgment. At 

UBDEN's instigation, KELLER may have been able to takeartistic 

handin the gallery itself.  Hewrites: "Today I attended the 

execution of a tyrant who died by the guillotine and helped to 

separateeven the hated head of the illustrious rii.uber from the trunk 

  Alexanderthe Great endured the fate in thegallery; 

 hissplendid head had been placed on a shapeless modern 

torso in earlier times; the director could no longer stand by and watch 

such mischief, and now another, most bare breast is being made for 

it." 

A visit by his father, who was travelling through Italy with 

LUDWIG HESS, the famous landscape artist, 20
) surprised HEINRICH 

during his stay in Florence. The two of them, however, soon went on 

to South and only in Rome did he meet them again. In constant 

intercourse with his Ziirich friends ESCHER and SCHINZ 21
) and with 

UHDEN, the young sculptor soon became accustomed to the happy 

life. The descriptions of church festivities and public celebrations fill 

entire letters: the former ponied the Protestants for their enormous 

p o m p ; at  the latter, the exuberance and 

unbridled merriment of all classes of the population 

 exhilarated them. Through 

UHDEN, KELLER had been introduced to various families; it may have 

been there, in a close relationship with a lovely Florentine woman, that 

he acquired the material and melancholy for the songs which were 

published under the title 

Songs of love to Lila" from June 4 to September 20. We 

meet among the 72, to the great 
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The partly immature poems some warmly felt, though formally 

mostly unfinished pieces. 

UHDEN had already moved to Rome when HEINRICH started 

his journey there in the first week of October.  At 

9. He drove through the gates of the eternal city, after having visited 

Siena on a detour rich in small difficulties. The first letters are dated 

October 26 and overflow with enthusiastic descriptions of all the 

splendors that exceeded his wildest expectations, which were 

nevertheless high after Florence. The Sistine Chapel, Raphael's 

Stanzas and the museums captivated him for a long time at the 

beginning of his stay. Afterwards he made excursions with the painter 

HESS to Frascati, Tivoli, Marino and Albano, visited with him the 

imperial villas, the Colosseum and climbed in the company of the 

same for days in the temples and ruins. He met UHDEN again as soon 

as he passed through the via del popolo, and his intercourse with him 

became friendly and familiar. UHDEN then introduced KELLER to 

art circles and the young Swiss became acquainted with FERNOW, 

ZolWA, CARSTENS 112
) and others. Their influence may have been 

decisive in the arrangement of his studies: KELLER threw himself 

exclusively into the training of his artistic taste through the incessant 

study of antiquity, but took as a pro pii.deutic subject with three 

comrades in the hospital San Spirito the dissecting table, worked there 

tii.glich a few hours in practical anatomy and stayed the rest of the 

time in the academy. Self-creation was rightly still considered a 

condemnation at this time. However, in order to learn the treatment of 

the material gradually, he had already had a piece of marble set into 

the wall in his "studio" at the end of November 1794, in order to chisel 

out the little daughter of Niobe. 

In closer contact with FERNOW, projects for art-historical 

publications appear early on. In April, he speaks of "Aesthetik fur 

Kiinstler" as a completed work, although the author does not yet 

intend to have it printed. H. H. Fossu had taken the initiative from 

Zurich for a manual for artists. The nephew was instructed to 

encourage FERNOW to take over the text. 
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and also to look for an illustrator. Close friendship connects 

ourKELLERwith FEODOR the Kalmiiken18) and the dii.nical painter 

CARSTENS.  formerseemed particularly suitable to create the 

drawing and etching of the plates intended forthehandbook because 

he was considered the best draughtsman and had " captured Raphael's 

spirit so excellently that every one of his "crested" heads bore the 

unmistakable imprint of the godly Italian." At that time CARSTENS 

had sketched "The First Gods" and was contemplating their colossal 

execution; he was busy with "The Banquet of Plato", which, as a 

mixture of free-spirited joviality and profound wisdom, captivated all 

beholders. The characteristics of painters, sculptors, engravers, etc. ,  

w h i c h  are often included in the letters to Uncle Filssli, seem to have 

been requested by him for the encyclopedia of artists.  The 

"Handbuch fur Kiinstler" recurs in various letters; 

 KELLERis the mediator between Filssu andFERNOW

  There are (unfortunately only copies) of some of 

FERNOW's letters to KELLER, in which he developshis views on the 

arrangement of the text and the entire structure of the workKiinstler" 

and continues with the "Handbuch für Kiinstler".  Hestarts 

from the evaluation of various attempts that had beenmade earlier. 

 Hementions Hagedorn's lengthy treatise on painting, names 

Du Bos, Richardson, and Mengs, and then jumps to Lessing's 

Laocoon, which, in the little that directly concerns art, contains more 

excellence and perspicacity than all the preceding ones put together. 

  "But Lessing," he continued, "has given us nothing 

elaborate, no gauzes, and his work is a greater treasure for the 

antiquary than for the artificer; for the latter it is too abstract and too 

full of erudition." - KELLER joyfully joined the tightly knit circle of 

German art comrades, who often enough had to defend themselves 

against worldly envy and worldly ill-will, even as Protestants already 

lived in  intimate connection. In April HACKERT, the medalist, 24
) 

TRIPPEL's best friend, to whom the entire estate of the celebrated 

Swiss sculptor had once passed, died. HEINRICH KELLER may have 

come into possession of individual letters, perhaps even of the entire 

handwritten legacy; reading the written documents awakened his 

interest. 
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again in him deep displeasure for CHRISTEN'S delaying and 

delaying, since the great master had offered from Rome to accept him 

as a Schiiler. In April 1795 HEINRICH also met ANGELIKA 

KAUFMANN 26
) and told his uncle about the visits he had paid to the 

celebrated artist, reported on new paintings he had seen in her studio, 

and was full of praise for the most lovable of her kind. 

H. H. FtlssLI has entertained the idea of treating ANGELIKA 

KAUFMANN in a monograph, in the manner approximately as 9RaphaeI- is by 

him. The article devoted to her in the Kiinstlerlexikon expresses 

clearly enough his dissatisfaction with the accounts of her life and 

reflections on her works that have appeared here and there. FossLI had 

also met ANGELIKA himself on his Italian journey (winter 1762, 

spring 1763) and schii.tzen gelemt. 

On September 26, 1795, a letter to HORNER reports on the first 

two art publications in Rome that he intends to send home for New 

Year's: a Sappho and the already mentioned little daughter of Niobe; 

"perhaps it will occur to Landolt to order some sometime," he adds. 

He presents his friend with the collection of copper engravings he has 

acquired. But the last of the money from home has arrived and 

HEINRICH must think of going on his own in the future. Together 

with FEODOR, he set about editing the Ghiberti bas-reliefs at the 

gates of the Baptistery in Florence, which work was then also 

completed in a thoroughly solid manner. 26
) F.ERNOW has introduced 

HEINRICH KELLER to FRIEDERIKE BRUN '
27

), 

who had arrived in Rome with her children; the friendly relationship 

between the Danish writer and our Ziiricher continued uninterrupted 

until the death of the latter. H. H. FossLI may have addressed to 

FRIEDERIKE BRUN, as well as to MATTHISON, who was expected 

in Rome at the end of October, and spii.ter to KARL VIKTOR VON 

BONSTETTEN, the request, that they would kindly take care of the 

lonely nephew in the femen Italy. Of special importance for 

HEINRICH, however, was the arrival of H. MEYER, the former 

Weimar court councillor and director of the drawing academy there, 

who befriended the young compatriot.  On November 27. 
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KELLER writes: "MEYER and I roam all over today's circles in order 

to catch the beautiful. On closer acquaintance he appears to be a 

splendid man, and I am glad that he has not adopted the tone of 

infallibility which now characterizes so many new philosophical 

philosophers' lives, not to their advantage." A few weeks later he 

adds: "MEYER is a living register of all statues, bas-reliefs, paintings, 

in short, of everything that is found in every single corner of palaces 

and churches. From January 1796 MEYER and KELLER live together 

in one chamber and undertake joint research trips to all interesting 

points around and inRome. Theirefforts are also 

crowned with success: they find a colossal Bacchus, spii.ter also a 

Minerva head, which however had suffered greatly. MEYER willingly 

shares his papers with his faithful comrade and the young artist tries to 

teach him the method of viewing and evaluating works of art. During 

the summer, MEYER goes to Florence, with the intention of spending 

the winter back in Rome. HEINRICH confesses: "MEYER's company 

was extraordinarily instructive for me, his conversation was as much 

of a benefit to me as a year ofwork." Oneparticular 

statement may be mentioned because of its applicability to KELLER's 

entire life: "I cannot be happy.I cannot be happy, I am spoiled by a 

thousand things for the real world; my mobile imagination gives me as 

many torments as a thousand joys; I accept one as well as the other, 

and the strangest thing is that I am always more for others than for 

myself. 

suffer myself.- 

A letter to HORNER of June 27, 1796, complains in a passionate 

tone about the self-inflicted end of a love affair. He had made the 

relationship impossible through jealousy. We may regard the 

recollections of the previous love affair as the sources of his elegies, 

which were later printed in the ScHILLER'schen Musenalmanach 

1798 (pp. 204-215). It gives me a great deal of pleasure to sketch my 

adventures in this way, even if I do not know how to deal with the 

matter properly and have no rules," he writes on August 13, 1796, 

before the friihest (only partial) transcription of the first elegy to be 

printed, which begins: "Suss ist Amor's verbotene Frucht und siiss ist 
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the little girl. M There are only the twelve first distichs, the rest is 

promised on spii.ter. 28
) A few weeks later follows the conclusion of 

the first and the second elegy. Omitted in the printing of the first ten 

distichs, the second five. In December, the third and fourth elegies 

follow; the third is printed unvarnished, the fourth with the omission 

of the fourth distich from the beginning, the third from the end. 

HORNER had taken over the mediation between KELLER in Rome 

and SCHILLER in Jena. What HORNER wrote to KELLER is lost; 

SCHILLER'S letters to HORNER likewise. In a letter of 

In his letter to HORNER of November 11, 1797, KELLER says: "You 

have so often asked me to work out one thing or another better, to 

avoid tautologies, and so on. But you never gave me a rule according 

to which I had to do this, and I may often have corrected a worse 

hexameter instead of a bad one. M Since there are no improved copies 

from KELLER'S hand, we may heartily assume that everything on this 

side of the Alps, most of it probably improved by SCHILLER himself, 

who ordered the poems to be printed. It is a long series of 58 changes. 
29

) The four elegies describe the hidden gltick of two lovers. The 

 uncle of Nina, a young RBmerin, is exchangedby all sorts of 

lists fiber their V rhaltniss Whileniece's 

gallant provokes him to political eipectorations and thus blinds him to 

the couple's eyes and facial expressions, the latter makes preparations 

for cheerful amusement. The poet tells how the two of them found each 

other in the shared reading of DANTE's account of FRANZESCA'S and 

PAOLO'S happiness.   And while 

the days of separation and work seem to creep by, the nights, which 

find the lovers united by the light of Cupid's torch, flow by all too 

quickly.  At autumn time the couple wander in merry company in the 

vineyards of the Campagna. As guests of Bacchus and Cupid, they 

enjoy the pleasures of life with song, dance and sweet wine. To 

resolve this, the happy Parchen invites Amor to her home in the city, 

so that he will not be mourning in dead 

Nature miisse to spend the winter. 

Formal reasons have induced SCHILLER mostly to the changes, as slight 

as they often are: the purity of the language 

2 
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and the verse construction thanks 1.hnen quite 

significant. 

 
' SCHILLER'S 

Calendar gives us information about the various letters that came 

from HORNER in Ziirich and went back to him. According to 

URLICHS' correction, instead of "KORNER aus Ziirich" it should read 

"HORNER aus Zf1rich" (on April 26, 1796). This letter contained 

HoRNER's essay fiber Platons Theii.tetus, which appeared inthe sixth 

Stttck of the Horen 1796 OnMay 8, 1797, another letter of 

HoRNER's is recorded, which, however, seems to be lost; it probably 

concerned his friend's poetic attempts and contained the four Elegies 

printed spii.ter in the M.A. in a HoRNER copy. SCHILLER'S answer 

came on June 26; it must have been quite favorable to KELLER, for the 

letter dated July 22 from Zttrich (according to SCHILLER's calendar, 

it arrived in Jena on July 31) says: "I received your letter of June 26 

only yesterday at my home in Jena. I received it only yesterday on my 

return from a short journey, and now I hasten to comply with your 

request, which is so flattering to my friend. I only regret that, owing to 

lack of time, I have to  s e n d  you so little and such an unclean 

and illegible manuscript. Among the four poems, which are 

distinguished by special handwriting and a more elegiac tone and 

which could best be printed together as a special whole, the last one, 

"Heiss wie Italians Sonne" ("Hot as Italian Sun"), must be placed first, 

then the last, then the first and finally the second, as they are 

 numbered. Among all of them, I ask that only the letter K 

be placed, since my friend KELLER,  for good reasons, wishes to 

remain unknown. I will, where possible, attempt to  

 comply with your request to continue to participate in the 

Horen in the course of this year with a few essays of my own. JAKOB 

HORNER. 80
) 

The four elegies mentioned here, never printed, had been sent 

from Rome to HORNER on October 12, 1796, according to an 

enclosed Zeddel. KELLER asks "for a special reason" that "these 

should be promoted for printing and HORNER's order in the letter 

mentioned above corresponds exactly with KELLER's instructions in 

this regard: "You must start reading the last one, 'Hot as Italian's Sun', 

then the next, then the first and finally the second according to the 

numbers. - This circumstance proves with perfect 
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certainty (if it were not for the excuse of the illegible manuscript) that 

HORNER sent KELLER'S own transcript to SCHILLER. But because 

this means that the elegies from KELLER'S letters to HORNER, 

which are before me, have dropped out, I do not know them in 

manuscript; they are preserved in SCHILLER'S estate. The third 

cycle, "Franziska," mentioned in the note "Ein unachtes Gedicht 

ScmLLl!:R's- (Arch. f. L. G. V, p. 621 f.) may, though unsigned, be 

attributed to KELLER. KELLER included his poetic attempts as 

enclosures in the letters to HORNER. If letter and enclosure were now 

separated, it could well happen that the latter wandered nameless to 

Jena. 

Here are some of KELLER'S remarks illustrated by the Elegies. 

 SCHILLER writes to GOETHE, who was - at 

that time - in Switzerland, on October 2, 1797: "Of the author of the 

Elegies, which you will not like, MEYER himself can probably give 

you some information. His name is KELLER; he is a Swiss, from 

Zttrich, as I believe, and is staying as an artist in Rome These elegies 

were sent to mea Mr. HORNER from Zurich. Perhaps you have 

already met the latter yourself; he has also written 

- already given something to the Horen." The letter and the almanac did 

not reach GOETHE in Sta.fa; they both had to make their way back 

and only reached GOETHE'S hands in Weimar. That is why his 

answer is so belated. He writes on December 20, 1797: MEYER 

knows the author of the Elegies in the Almanac quite well and will one 

day give you an account of him himself; he is actually a sculptor ... 81
) 

On October 20, SCHILLER asks KORNER: What do you say to my new 

people: Schmidt, K. A. and F.? 89) In response to SCHILLER'S request 

contained in the same letter, KORNER criticizes the Musen-Almanach 

and says of KELLER'S Elegies: "The Elegies are not without talent, 

but they bear too much of the mantle of an imitation of Goethe's, 

which the author seems tohave only half understood Therethe 

indulgence was, as it were, only a sensual garment in which a genial 

nature appeared; here it is the real object of therepresentation

 Oneencounters life and truth in single 

individual passages, especially in the first elegy, which is my favorite 

of all - but 
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often also on general, partly dull phrases. Lags in verse construction, 

such as the trochii.ish foot in the second section of the pentameter, 

and spots, such as Demeter as a dactyl [in the fourth distich of the 

fourth elegy] are least permissible in a poem of this kind. 

KORNER'S reproach on account of GOETHE'S imitation is 

apparently disproved by a passage in a letter of October 8, 1796. The 

two first Elegies were already in the possession of the Zilrich friend 

when HEINRICH KELLER wrote: .FERNOW gave me GOETHE'S 

Elegies last night, and I now find in my samples a principal defect, 

nii.mlich, that they lack a garment in which they are pleasantly 

prii.sentiren.-This daintier garment, however, the poet can still add to 

the Elegies. 

. have lent. KELLER was well aware of the metrical difficulties; he 

himself complains about the volatile workload and the urge to create 

many things, but not to finish the many. 

- A letter from SCHILLER to BOTTIGER of October 18, 1797, says: 

"In reply to your previous letter, I add that your suspicions concerning 

KELLERN and SELMAN are completely groundless.-
38

 ) Whether 

BO'l''l'IGER, after the ldentitii.t with the sculptor KELLER, 

whether he had asked about the home of the elegiac poet, or, more 

likely, inquired whether the two were new associates, remains 

undecided. 

Already at the beginning of his stay in Rome, KELLER had 

sketched out the plan for his fictional drama Franzesca and Paolo and 

worked out individual parts. But spii.tere years ii.nderwent 

tremendous changes to the whole. 

Archii.ological studies under FERNOW'S, MEYER'S and Zo£GA'S 

guidance, with the reading of masterpieces of the Latin and Greek 

classics, awakened in him a powerful understanding ofantiquity

 Butdeep melancholy seizes him now and then; in these 

hours he reads TASSO and DANTE half murmuring to himself and 

riihming the siisse melody of the Italian language. It is mainly the first 

decade that is fruitful for KELLER'S artistic work. We find him again 

in his studio. The first smaller works (Sappho and the Little Daughter 

of Niobe) had been sent home on New Year's Day 1795. According to 

FossL1's letter of August 7, 1796, the latter arrived in part 
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broken to Ziirich. Sappho reaped much acclaim. The Helvetic 

Almanac 1800, p. 141, says: "The bf1st of the so-called Sappho, in 

the nlimal qrijsse like the original, in magnificent ca.rrary marble by 

HEINRICH KELLER of Zttrich in Rome, made a principal ornament 

of the collection. It is one of those antiquities which must please the 

world by its grace and beauty. The excellent, perfect execution of this 

work of art aroused the wish that some of the artist's own ingenious 

inventions might also have been seen. 

KELLER began with Perseus, who seems to have existed only 

in a model. After that, he was mainly concerned with the figure of 

Diomedes, who steals the Palladium. 8
') Eager study of the Colossi 

on Monte Cavallo f'Orderten him very much. FERNOW has 

expressed himself highly appreciative of the idea. KELLER 

completed this life-size figure in marble at the end of November 

1796. Today it is in the possession of the grand-nephews in Milan. 

On December 10, 1796, he wrote to his friend HORNER about a 

work in progress, the Atalanta, which is one of our artist's 

masterpieces: "I have a figurine in progress, which will give us an 

idea of what it might look like. I have a figurine in progress, in 

defiance of our aesthetes and their rules, an Atalanta in full walk, 

standing on one toe of the right foot, the left in the air, the left hand 

forward in the air, in the right the golden apples. To hold her fast, I 

will let her cloak fall to the earth ; her garments mf be short." The 

first draft may have corresponded to these indications; KELLER 

later changed it so that he adopted a tree trunk as the support of the 

hurrying heroine instead of the hanging mantle. In February 1800 

Lord Bristol commissioned KELLER to execute the Atalanta in life-

size. The death of the client interrupted the work and only twenty 

years later, under the supervision and assistance of the artist, the 

work was completed for his son Albert. In "Echo", Zeitschrift ffir 

Litteratur, Kunst und Leben in Italian, 1834, No. 114, Bernhardy 

referred to the award that the work had received at the Milan art 

exhibition. - The reproach, which KELLER had actually 

challenged, that the work violates the basic rules of fine arts, was 

raised, but the excellent execution 
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and the general beifo.ll soon silenced him. KELLER'S Atalanta has 

nothing in common with that of Aloys. Acquisti's. 88
) KOTZEBUE has 

in his Reiseerinnerungen 87) II, p. 428, where the Atalanta is also 

briefly discussed, Mchst oberflachlieh fiber KELLER 

...and he's been judged.  Some of his claims are false.  A critique 

did not come to him; he had not entered his studio, according to a 

letter of KELLER'S, and had scarcely seen any of his tufts. -s, 
KELLER'S artistic work was interrupted when the French entered 

Rome, despair and deep misery seized the eternal city. Three ordered 

copies of antiquities, among them a Brutus, were left to him, since the 

patrons left immediately when the French hordes approached. The 

numerous letters from this time of horror bear witness to the deep pain 

that gripped the artists in particular when they saw the most 

magnificent treasures of the museums being dragged away to the 

distant capital of Gaul. Everyone's heart bled at the sight of the terrible 

destruction. Those who did not have to stay in Rome sought their 

salvation in hurriedflight; theprice of food became 

prohibitive; there was no income, art celebrated; the subsidies from 

home failed to materialize. Many of the numerous foreign artists 

found themselves in dire straits. The atrocities of the French kept the 

population in constant fear.  The property was nowhere safe 

from the riotous invaders. KELLER writes to HORNER that two 

candelabra, which he had made in alabaster for a wedding gift to his 

friend, were stolen from him one evening  by an intruding band of 

drunken soldiers Hebitterly laments his thirstiness; he might sell 

this and that which he had appropriated in lively collecting zeal before 

the general confusion began. In such uncertain times, however, no one 

has any desire tobuyart.  Themisery of the common 

people increases to an unimaginable degree. KELLER is so firmly 

attached to the eternal city and its fortunes that he replied curtly to 

various calls to leave Rome, the scene of shameless oppression: 

"Better to die in Rome than to live elsewhere." Wild pain is the 

keynote of an ode found in his papers; he says there, "For the second 

time, with the hundredweight burden of the wild Brennus, lies the 

thrusting sword of the worm in thy scales. 
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the bowls quake; Gauls defy; Camill is no more. And with a fist of 

sacrilege, the greedy grandson of the avaricious Brennus grabs your 

majestic head and tears the most beautiful flowers from your wreath. 

But even when the works of art had been transported to Paris, he 

could not be persuaded to follow them, however difficult the parting 

had become for him, however much he had suffered at this 

irreplaceable loss of Rome. To HORNER he wrote on February 16, 

1798: "The Quirinals still stomp their hill with powerful heels, Marcus 

Aurelius still marches majestically over his Capitol; Traian's and 

Antonine's columns still adorn the most beautiful squares of Europe, 

the Colosseum still defies time, and all the ruins invite their admirers 

into the shadows of the foregoing world." The troubled times banished 

him more and more to the close circle of friends. Now I have taken 

possession of UHDEN's bookcase for the salvation and piety of my 

soul and revel in the writings of GOETHE, LESSING and 

WIELAND. What do the political crises of Rome concern me, what 

the debts of the Pope, the naughtiness of Poebel and the threats of the 

French? You are happy not to be in Rome, and I am three times 

blessed to be staying here .... a  This last statement will only become 

comprehensible to us when we know that KELLER became engaged 

to the daughter of a respected Roman family, Clementina Tosetti, and 

was married on 27 September of the same year.  He thus took the 

decisive step of becoming a Roman citizen and making the city his 

permanent residence. 

The year 1798 came to an end without KELLER having come to 

any fruitful work in the stiirm times. A model depicting the birth of 

Venus had already been begun in 1796, but had remained unfinished 

since then, although it had the approval of all connoisseurs. He could 

not even think of executing this lovely creation in marble. Where 

would he have found the money to buy the necessary marble block? In 

1799, in the autumn, he reported to Zurich that, in spite of all the 

unfortunate incidents, Venus had been born and that he had had the 

good fortune to find a piece of marble like a diamond, of the finest 

grain and as pure as milk. But because 
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fttr has been offered too little for this pampering, he asks to look 

around in Switzerland for a lover.  He inquires for literary 

novelties, for newspapers and journals, because for half a year 

everything from beyond the Alps has been missing: the Propylii.en are 

awaited with particular longing. - A considerable number of smaller 

poems have been written in these days of artistic unemployment; some 

of them have been brought to Switzerland after various changes and 

alterations. and alterations to Switzerland. Some of them were also 

printed, such as "Der Jilngling auf dem Scheidewege" in the Helvetic 

Almanac for 1800, p. 147, dated May 1799.  

 HBpfner's Helvetische Monatsschrift, Heft 4, p. 175, 

mentions KELLER'S works of art and praises "the Attic spirit and the 

fine soul of the Jilngling, which find their expression in the ode 

mentioned. A f a i r y  tale in prose, "Die weisse Blume" ("The White 

Flower"), also written in 1799, is preserved in manuscript. 

 The interspersed songs betray formal awkwardness; a 

few used-up rhymes recur again and again, and the versification of 

them seems to have been a hobby of the poet at that time. The content 

is highly fantastic, always tending towards melancholia and fim1ter w 

esen. "Franzesca and Paolo" were again undertaken, and new tales 

were in his mind. Aristeus offered him material for a drama, which, 

however, is lost except for one scene.  In March 1800, he wrote 

about the plan: "Grim in my heart at the bloody pagans, whose fame 

rises on trilmmern and horror, I chose a peaceful pagan, whom the 

previous world idolized, because he brought her useful knowledge, 

gathered the Meniche from Dodonian oak woods into common 

dwellings, taught them god worship and agriculture. The 

poem is without strong plot, romantic love or chivalric adventure. 

Everything is only in the process of becoming, and for the time being 

resembles eip.em gii.leading chaos.- The preserved sample does not 

suggest the construction of the Stfick; It is a scene between Orpheus 

and Eurydice, which takes place at the Tanaros: Orpheus sings to his 

wife from the Parcenes. The interchange of the two lovers is full of 

glow, the dialogue flowing, the language smooth and pure.

 KELLER sent the unfinished first draft to his uncle, 
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at the same time with a number of newly created poems, among which 

the sonnets are particularly emphasized. "I fear11, he says, to abuse 

your indulgence, to wear out your patience ff1for these products of my 

feral muse; for they want to be read, they want to be listened to, and 

the judge must conscientiously lend them a sympathetic ear. 11 As an 

apology he adds: "One is cut off here from all literature, so that the 

necessary education by others is entirely lacking, and the little lamp 

only floats dtirftig in its own oil.- 

Literary activity is still only a substitute for KELLER'S artistic 

work. Once again, from 1800 onwards, he returned entirely to 

sculpture and soared to achievements that earned him envious 

recognition in his old and new homeland. The first months of the 

beginning century found him at the Atalanta ff1r the Lord Bristol. 

KELLER, by the way, would hardly have finished the work, which 

had been interrupted earlier, as the exertions of chiseling marble had 

attacked him so much that he entertained the idea of handing over the 

execution to another artist. In May he went to the office of his beloved 

wife, and on August 7 he wrote that MEYER had shown much 

pleasure in this creation. For Uncle I!'-Css11 he then made the btiste 

of Agrippa after Gabi and the head of Cicero after Mattei.  If the 

studio were not too small, Diomed was to be executed in life-size as a 

counterpart to Atalanta in marble. - In the course of this year, Minister 

Stapfer's appeal to the Swiss artists must have reached KELLER'S 

hands through H. H . FtlsSLI. He was tempted to acquire a long-

awaited, secure position in his homeland and set about attracting the 

attention of the patriotic government with a work of art. He composed 

a group, the Gallo-Hercules with the national genius to his feet next to 

the goddess of freedom in the robe of Pallas, exported them to Gyps 

and sent them home. On October 24, 1800, he wrote to Ftlssu: .With 

the group ftir the government it goes, as with my poems: Since I 

completed them, I have educated myself more." In the Federal 

Archives in Bern, Volume 1476: Litteratur und Kfinste (General 

1798-1808). 
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The concept for the letter, which gives us information about the 

adventurous fate of the group, comes from the hand of the excellent 

Xaver Bronner. 

• Bern, April 22, 1801: To the biirger KELLER von Ziirich, sculptor in 

Rome! Biirger ! The Gypsum cast of your beautiful work of art, which 

represents the Gallo-Hercules with the national genius at his feet next 

to the goddess of freedom in the robe of Pallas, had the misfortune to 

be delivered to my ministry only after great detours and various fates, 

finally broken and 1ibel damaged. With careful unpacking, however, 

the parts were read apart in such a way that your friend CHRISTEN was 

able to make a complete whole out of it. No connoisseur will look 

upon a group that has been worked with so much spirit without 

applause. I have submitted it to the Government with an informative 

and very honourable letter from your deserving uncle, the Burger 

Legislative Councillor FilSSLIN, and have been instructed to report to 

you the thanks and goodwill of the Board of Execution. - A gift of 

such artistic merit would deserve an encouraging return: And the 

government would not be able to pass on such an auspicious occasion 

to encourage an artist, who promises to do Helvetia so much honour, 

by a worthy reward, if the general need did not offer enough to do 

duties before inclinations. Accept, however, the testimony that many a 

lover of art, among whom I also count myself, is refreshed by the 

sight of your excellent group, thanks you, and expresses the hope and 

desire that he will one day expect even more masterly styles in 

alabaster or carrousel marble from the skilful hand whose work 

reveals such unmistakable advantages even in the repaired Gypsum 

cast. That such a hope will not be realized, your genius will take care 

of that. Better times will then also provide the Government with the 

means to grant you more real pledges of its approval, just as it can 

certainly never lack the will to elevate such an excellent artistic talent 

by testimonies of its support. Republican greetings and respect ! The 

Head of the Ministry of Science: Mohr." 89
) 
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After STAPFER's appeal, HORNER seems to have seriously 

considered a project which, in the interest of national art, we can only 

regret that it did not come to fruition. He hoped, with the help of his 

friends MEYER in Weimar, KELLER in Rome, CHRISTEN and the 

architect ESCHER, to find a Swiss school of art. He wrote, as it seems 

to me, without any previous understanding with the foreign, underm 

March 14, 1799 to STAFFER: "Already since young years I live in 

close friendship with EINRICH KELI.ER, the son of the burgher 

KELLER in here, who is known to the friends of art through his 

cabinet of paintings of Swiss and especially of all Zfirchian artists. A 

common love of art and beauty united our hearts even more and led to 

a rare exchange of knowledge and skills, even among friends. At his 

instigation and under his guidance I set myself anew to drawing and 

taught him therefor to understand the Greek poets in the original 

language. For three years he learned the art of sculpture from the 

birfer CHRISTEN in Lucerne, then went to Italy in 1794, stayed in 

Florence for a year, and then traveled to Rome, where he has worked 

until this moment out of sheer love for art under all kinds of 

companies and often almost without support from home. His genius 

and talents were already evident in the works he produced in Rome, 

among which many of his own inventions stand out. Even more, the 

works in marble he made in Rome, some of which can be seen at the 

home of his grandfather, the educational councillor FnEsSLI, and 

others at the home of his father in Kfissnacht, an hour away from here, 

prove how much his genius as well as his practical skills have 

developed since then through the enthusiastic study of the most 

ancient patterns. 

He owes much to MEYER von Stafa, now professor in Weimar, 

whom I, too, together with my friends ESCHER and CHRISTEN, 

venerate as our teacher and advisor, as our true father in art and as the 

oracle of antiquity, who, long misunderstood and little respected, 

finally found in GOETHE a friend who in him is the relative of his 
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Spirit, and has now lived in the closest communion with him for 

linger than eight years ...-" 

KELLER did not hold out too much hope for public employment. 

The general plight of the fatherland made him realize that recognition 

was the only thing he could expect from home. He worked on undaunted. 

For dear life he carved the bfists of Grii.fin Pignatelli and her son. The 

acclaim that his portraits received brought him many commissions.  He 

was particularly good at portraying children, and he sculpted many of 

them in marble. Among his portraits, the one of the most famous is that 

of the famous Roman poet and improviser BERARDI '8). 

A significant work wino and Melicertes" was completed in May 

1801. Ramler's Cantate wino" gave KELLER the ldee for this 

Schl:ipfung. 41) FERNOW, ZoEcu and UHDEN were probably satisfied 

with it. Melicertes in her arms stands lno on the precipice of the sea. 

Lamenting, she looks rflckwii.rts after the mad Athamas; death and 

despair are the expression of her features. Her forehead is hidden under 

her left arm, her right arm holds the beloved boy tightly inside her.  

Melicertes does not fear the approaching father, but the surf of the sea 

opening before him frightens him; he strives convulsively upwards to his 

mother, grasps her neck with both arms, and clings to her body. 

clung to them tightly. - The following two years saw the emergence of 

two groups: "The luck with the unicorn" and "Hope the Chimare 

ftttternd." They were executed in marble, but sank in the Kanai during the 

crossing to England.  The former I have seen neither in drawing nor in 

model, the latter is found as an addition in the Neujahrsblatt 1839, drawn 

by Scheuchzer. Volume 5 of the Italian Miscellen, p.159, says the two 

groups "belong to the few modern allegories which are clear and 

gliicklich." A Homer and the bas-reliefs from the Iliad, copies after 

antiquities, depart to HORNER. A letter to Uncle F0SSLI dated March 7, 

1800, lists other works of art ready in the studio: the group of the Faun 

and the Bacchante, the Child with the Bird, the Girandoles, the Clock 

with Cupid and Psyche. As a gift an Isis in marble goes to Zttrich. l babe 
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In KELLER'S estate, I have searched in vain for more information 

about these creations. With the loveliest work of KELLER'S, the Birth 

of Venus, the consideration of his artistic activity may close. The New 

Year's issue was to contain a contour of the same; for reasons of 

prudery, the finished drawing does not seem to have been included in 

the edition! The Artists' Society itself does not possess a complete 

copy of its publication; the copper engraving collection of the 

Polytechnic has the impression made after G. Romero's engraving in 

Guattani's Memorie enciclopediche as a second art supplement in its 

copy. - The Birth of Venus was executed by KELLER seven times in 

marble, twice in alabaster, thirteen copies were made in bronze by the 

Roman sculptor and arch-giesser Chiarelli. The collection of the 

Artists' Society of Zurich contains one bronze; a second bronze is in 

private hands. The idea for this sculpture is new and peculiar, the 

execution masterly and of charming effect. In the Memorie 

enciclopediche volume 8, 

p. 82, Guattani has spoken with distinction of this KELLERian 

creation; the already mentioned journal "Echo" first and after it the 

"Neujahrsblatt" (the latter only in part) have brought back his verdict. 

He says: "Venus, who is born like a pearl from a shell, is the lovely 

and imaginative sculpture of the equally skilful and under-directed 

sculptor Mr. HEINRICH KELLER, a native of Zfirich. It was always a 

pleasant study for the ancients to depict the birth of this goddess, 

mother of Cupid and daughter of the Graces, in marble, in gema.ides 

and in cut stones; but indisputably the !dee of ours is entirely new and 

original. To those who have not had the pleasure of seeing the original 

in marble, after a glance at the contour, will convince themselves that 

in this conception the artist has been in the highest degree poetical, 

inventive, and sublime." Venus kneels in the shell, raising the upper 

light bowl with her right hand, her beautiful head turned towards the 

ray of light, ready to step out in her loveliness and bring joy to gods 

and men." Guattani continues: "Remarkable are the kiinstlichen 

Verkiirzungen of the figure, the flowing and gentle lines which form 

it, the already rounded contours and the fleshy forms. 
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The shell's hollow is immensely expedient for  the ground of the 

figure; likewise analogous to the object, as beneficial to the position of 

the grain, are the dolphins; these not only serve the gulf emerging from 

t h e  s e a  a s  s u p p o r t s ,  b u t  a l s o  f o r m ,  w i t h  t h e  

i n t e r w e a v i n g  o f  t h e i r  t a i l s  a n d  f i n s ,  a n  o r n a m e n t  

t h a t  i s  a s  g r a t i f y i n g  a s  i t  i s  b i z a r r e .They do not only 

serve the goddess emerging from the sea as supports of the shell, but 

with the interweaving of their tails and fins they form an equally 

gratifying and bizarre ornament of her cradle.- Another birth of Venus, 

in which composition the goddess is caressed by Cupid (of the old 

mythology), could not be executed in marble by KELLER. 

Repeated haematomas and a double fracture of the thigh made it 

impossible for KELLER to devote himself to sculpture any longer. In 

desperate pain, he left the art that was so dear to him and to which he 

later rendered many services in the field of archaeological research 

and criticism. Riegel in his ,,Geschichte des Wiederauflebens dei- 

deutschen Kunst zu Ende des 18. und Anfang des 19. Jahrhunderts 

(Hannover, Carl Rilmpler, 1876) p. 160 ff. HEINRICH KELLER 

among the "accompanying talents of the transition". He repeats that 

FERNOW regarded him as a "sculptor who combines with talent, 

taste, and study much education of the mind", 49
) that he had welcomed 

him as the actual substitute for TRIPPEL. Riegel does not seem to 

have been aware of the just mentioned reasons for KELLER'S 

departure from art. 

At the height of his artistic activity, K1<:LLER was forced 

(shortly before Thorwaldsen's appearance) to renounce independent 

work as a fine artist, and while up to now poetry has only been a 

refuge for idle hours, while his strength has always been preserved in 

the fine arts, KELLER now turns entirely to literary occupation. He 

tries his hand in the most diverse fields: as a dramatist he is most 

fruitful, a large epic has survived, lyrical poems, quickly thrown 

down, unfinished mostly, are very numerous, translations in prose and 

bound speech, delivered on order or in the majority never used, are 

found in the estate and novellas in prose close the chain of his poetic 

creations. Following on from KF.LLEk's aforementioned 

achievements in the field of elegy, I will begin my critical review of 

his works by presenting the evidence of his 
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Urlichs' assumption that KELLER was the author of that often 

discussed elegy attributed to 8cHILLER - To Karl Katz after 

Subiacco-, cf. SCHILLER'S Sammtliche Schriften, historisch kritische 

Ausgabe, elfter Theil, Gedichte. Edited by Karl Goedeke, p. 420, 426 

ff.  Urlichs has already shown that 

the ii.ussern Umstiinde all concluding with certainty to KELLER. In 
one of KELLER's sketchbooks, on the back page of the drafts 

executed in ink and sepia, there is a long series of notes that begin 

with a letter concept from October 1800. They are for the most part 

poetic attempts, which contain ample evidence that KELLER was the 

poet of that elegy. Not one entire transcript is found 

there; but numerous scattered; thoughtful as well as formal 

correspondences !assen no longer any doubt against KELLER'S 

authorship. Among the poetic drafts, two elegies come into 

consideration, one to 'reund HORNER and one to his brother 

LEONHARD. The borrowed 22 lines of verse almost entitle us to say 

that only an address change took place when they were included in the 

elegy to KATZ. In the following, I give on the left the passage found 

in the Sk.izzenbuch and on the right the wording of the corresponding 

verses according to Goedeke's imprint; the letters H. and L. indicate 

from which elegy, whether from the one to HORNER, or from the one 

to LEONHARD, the lines originate: 

H. Where imagination rules with a 

golden rod 

Prose passage from a letter to PFENNIN 

GER or EsoHER: It is admittedly 

a hose time, where one is 

deprived even of the poor 

comfort of building air-locks. 

H. Jonien's sun went out lstmus sank 

into the night. 

L. Fesselloss thunders the sea in oden 

Pireus, it hi!ngen 

Fischerneze where once splendid 

fleets were emblazoned. 

L. On the Altliren the holy fire went 

out in anger 

V.28: Where with golden rod the Phan 

tasias rule 

V. 38,39: Time has robbed me of the 

most meager consolation, 

myself. 

Glad to tliuschen and me airy 

locksmiths to baun. 

V. 45: Jon's sun went out, Isthmus 
sank into night. 

V. 46, 47: Fessellos thunders the sea in 

oden Piraus , there hang fishing 

nets, where once glorious 
1 Fleets embossed. 

V. 51: On the altars the holy fire went 

out. 
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H. Give me heaven and earth, Pericles 

Bl1rger ond Sazung 

Oh, my heart aches for nothing but 

the eternal world. 

L. But Olympia bl11ht aof's neo in the 

tight circle 

Filhlender people it blllht neo the 

satumic time. 

L. What life delights what ons in life 

encounters 

Sisterly it always smiles the graces 

aos 

The nor lives dem eie full hold in 

life gelAchelt 

To whom she planted the golden 

world in the feeling heart... 

L. Gone are the times , when once 

alive the Qoellen geaprodelt 

Which zo high Genoss achAo 

ming mug ons offered 

Oh and degenerate children 

omlager the sacred streams 

Wintery blew down the 

Nordjegliche Blttthe 

H.  Stllrme blown away already ) fear 

the ashes of the bllllagers ofHellaa 

L. And vemembar erWnt Geweyhten 

the ancient oracle 

Fobos lives his song tont in the 

Fllhlenden ear. 

V. 62, 53: Give us heaven and earth, 

Pericles Bl1rger, ond statutes I Alas, 

it languishes daa heart. 

merely after escaped time 

V. 54, 55: But a bellas exists, it exists 

in the inner circle of people who 

feel, it exists there. 

the saturnine time. 

V. 56-59: The things that give life and 

the things that give pleasure, 

Sisterly schmllcken it always 

friendly the graces from. 

Who nor lives, to whom she is full 

of hold in life, 

To whom they planted the golden 

time 

...in the feeling heart. 

V.60-63: Gone are the times, when 

once the spring sputtered alive, 

Which to high enjoyment schAo 

ming mug ons offered. 

Oh and degenerate children}'. omlager 

the sacred streams, 

Winterly blew the north every 

blllthe down. 

V. 66: Stl1rms blew already }fear the 

ashes of the bl1rger of theCecrop. 

V. 68, 69: But the consecrated ones can 

be forgiven for the old oracle. 

Phl!bos lives, his song resounds 

in the F11hlenden ear. 

Compare also verse 37: "Du Blandusias Quell, Anios 

murmelnder Strom", with the pentameter of the second distich of 

KELLER's Elegy printed in the Musen-Almanach 1798, p. 218. 

KATZ's name is not mentioned in KELLER's letters. But they could 

have known each other, could have been close to each other, without 

KELLER reporting about it to Ziirich, just as the name of Karl Grass, 

who was a friend of his, is not mentioned. In the correspondence with 

HORNER and FOssu, there is also a list that goes from May 7, 1801 

to May 25, 1804, which is the period that brought the two together. 
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Those passages from the sketchbook used for comparison were 

written shortly after 1800, thus coinciding with KATZ's stay in Rome, 

who travelled back to Dresden in 1804. According to the "Journal des 

Luxus und der Moden" August 1809, 

p. 488 ff., an exhibition of paintings and drawings by the landscapist 

KATZ took place in Weimar. KATZ was persi>nlich in Weimar 

a.nwesend and may Bottj.ger that Elegy (in a copy probably, da.fiir 

speak the Ausla.ssung of a Distichon [bei Goedeke V. 48 u. 49], 

Verbesserungen und Ver- 

. worse in the subsequent impression) and have passed them off as 

coming from SCHILLER. Bottiger was very easy to believe: he claims 

in the necrology of KATZ ("Morgenblatt ftir gebildete Stii.nde", No. 

257, Friday October 26, 1810, p.1026) that SCHILLER and KATZ met 

in Loschwitz or Blasewitz after they had met earlier in Swabia. KATZ 

is said to have visited his bride from Dresden in the romantic village 

on the Elbe, while he was only ten or eleven years old at the time and 

was probably still in Pforzheim for a few years. SCHILLER is said to 

have accompanied his friend on his journey to Italy with the hottest 

wishes and to have written to him himself several times in Italy with 

these sentiments. L. Urlichs has published in the Arch. f. L. G. B. V, 

p. 621, the proof that SCHILLER did not know KATZ personally. 

Bottiger may have had a feeling of uncertainty when he wrote: "There 

is still an elegy, which, in the outpouring of such sentiments, is still 

lacking the file, which the poet, who is strange to himself, never 

lacked. The poet imagines that he is banished to the walls of the 

rancorous Roma and that he cannot follow his friend, who is 

abandoning himself to his lovemaking in the peace and quiet of the 

mountains in the vicinity of Rome. It would be wrong if this 

monument to the friendship and sentiments of the poet, who will 

always be the nation's favorite, were to perish completely. It shall 

therefore be communicated in the next issue entirely as it came from 

the hand of the poet."  The following number (258, October 27, 1810) 

contains the elegy, entitled "To Karl Katz after Subiacco," an elegy by 

FR. SCHILLER. Dated at the end: Den 

August 30, 1802. The second reprint of the poem, according to the 

3 
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in the possession of the Wittwe KATZ, is found in G. Chr. Braun's: 

Rafael Sanzio von Urbino, ein dramatisches Spiel in funf Akten, 

Mainz 1819, p. 191-196. Hoffmeister, Nachlese 3 (1840), 

p. 358, has taken up Braun's text. (G)ustav (S)chwab arranged for a 

further reprint in the "Morgenblatt fiir gebildete Leser", No. 104, 

Saturday, May I, 1841, p. 410 ff. May 1841, p. 410 ff. He adds: "The 

sender of the above poem, which bears the great name of Schiller, 

owes it to the gift of Herr Kirchenrath Katz in Karlsruhe, whose 

brother was the landscape painter Kaaz, mentioned several times by 

Goethe (on a whim, he wrote his surname thus), who stayed for a time 

in Rome and the surrounding area, and who once (nothing is 

determined about the time) wanted to have received this poetic epistle 

from Schiller. After the death of the landscape painter Kaaz, a 

daughter of his, who still lives in Dresden, sent this copy to his 

brother in Karlsruhe. The poem obviously makes no claim to art and is 

a friendly expression of the heart. Critics may decide on its 

authenticity. Some things are reminiscent of Schiller, such as the false 

and un-Greek emphasis in Hippodromos; the leap from Italy to Piriius 

looks more like Holderlin. Here and there finer thoughts, turns, 

expressions betray the eighth poet, whoever it may have been. The 

sender has added obvious details. - These additions, when compared 

with the other texts, prove to be few and far between: in order to gain 

a syllable, he substitutes "far" for "distant," "Alcide" for "Alzid."  The 

only thing that seems strange to me is the absence of a distich, and 

that of a different one from the one missing in Bottiger; there (48, 49), 

here (44, 45).  Braun calls 

V. 52 a "verse written very indistinctly in the original." Whether the 

manuscript was so illegible in this part that the copy intended for 

Bottiger and Schwab's copy, the copyist had waived the correct 

reproduction of each of the two lines concerned, I do not know. The 

original has only been seen by Braun, who was probably not in a 

position to decide from the manuscript whether it was genuine or not. 

I imagine the epistle to KAAZ, as I know KELLER, as a quarto page, 

which begins with a few lines of prose and then jumps over into bound 

speech, then densely packed into two parts 
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the long series of distichs, mid at the end some apologetic words 

added; date and name seldom missing. The reason Goedeke asserts for 

Maler Muller, the echoes of earlier ScHILLER poems derive from his 

connection with the Horen, also fits for KELLER, who by his own 

participation in the Musen-Almanach and friend HORNER's 

collaboration in the Horen always kept up to date.  The elegy to Karl 

Katz is not the only one of this kind that KELLER wrote in these 

years; there is also one to the departing friend TOBLER, one to 

H(oRNER), one to 

- EscHER, one to Mlle L., one to his wife Clementine, another to 

LEONHARD, KELLER'S brother, in a fragment. In 1802, in November, 

KELLER received a dear visit from the fatherland: K. V. 

YONBONSTETTEN stayed in Rome. KELLER was very depressed and 

despondent during this time; his wife was in danger of death for many 

weeks, and on top of all this misfortune, he himself was without any 

income since art had become a stranger to him. BoNSTETTEN wrote the 

June 11, 1803, the day before his departure from Rome, in his friend's 

diary: .A tender heart, full of feeling, remembers friendship and love 

in suffering and finds the strength that tenderness lacked. - In the 

summer of the following year BoNSTETTEN visited KELLER'S 

parents in Kiissnacht, where the daughter-in-law from Rome, 

HEINRICH'S wife was expected. 43
) FERNOW iibergebracht Clementine and 

her boy to the father of his friend, who had gone to meet them at the 

end of the lake. 44
) The two then remained at Zurich, and Mrs. 

KELLER recovered admirably from her severe sufferings. The two 

following years were very fruitful for KELLER'S poetic work: 

"Latona", a play in three acts; "Der Pfauen Tod", a puppet play in one 

act, and large parts of "Ines del Castro" were written in 1803. 

He probably found the material for his "Latona" in Apollodor's 

Bihl (1, 4, 1 ; 1, 2, 4, 1).  The content is as follows: Latona, coming 

from Delos with her newborn children Apollo and Diana, laments her 

fate. Tormented by hunger and tiredness, she approaches a woman 

who leads her into the house. The daughter Skilla and Klitia enviously 

complain about the 
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Strangers, who alone will please because of their gentleness. But the 

Brttder Phrixus and Thersis take care of  her. In order that her 

beloved children may receive food and drink, Larona must perform 

hard labor as a servant. A wandem "J. quack comes to the court. With 

his help, Skilla knows how to get her brother Phrixus expelled, so that 

he will not intervene in Latona's favour. Thersis, however, is filled with 

a violent lust for the stranger; when he sees himself despised and hated, 

he swears eternal revenge on her. Phrixus wanders about in the woods, 

is attacked by a tiger, but is rescued by the slayer Anaxo and faithfully 

nursed. The loss of blood has caused him to faint; when he awakes, he 

listens with rapt attention to the song of his rescuer and falls in love 

with her. In the second act, the mild work is mentioned which Latona, 

exhausted to death, has to perform under the command of a cruel, old 

servant. The bii.uer Lampetia herself bows to her daughter's 

stubbornness and fibergiebt the stranger a tangled net, the knot of 

which she is to loosen and the threads 'then weave. Thersis promises 

her release if she wills his wishes. She rejects him and falls asleep: 

Apollo and Diana rise from the camp in godly form, and in alternating 

sii.ngen praise their mother's sacrificial love, and find release and 

glii.nzingfortune Apollocarries the lyre, Diana 

stretches out her silver bow to the net, which becomesa glii.nzing web

 Thisweb gives rise to a 

daughter's divisiveness, as each wants to possess it. Thersis chases the 

author of the quarrel, poor Latona, out of the house with her children. 

She reaches the kingdom of flowers, meets its king; he promises her 

salvation if she first reaches the summit of the mountain that slowly 

rises  from the coast. A chorus of 

lovely, rosy-cheeked children leads her. But suddenly the rocks 

tremble, Otus the Titan shakes the foundations of the mountain and 

offers to the frightened Latona the power of the Titans for revenge 

against the Olympians. But the mountains drive her down; Otus still 

calls out to her that she will reach her goal if wickedness denies her the 

refreshment of dew.  The third act: She reaches Phrixus and Anaxo, 

who lovingly receive   her. The excess of 

misery, however, lowers madness upon her mind, only 
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The eyes of her children call her back from this state, Phrixus and 

Anaxo suspect in her the sublime patient and praise themselves in her 

service. Lampetia and her relatives have had no happy hours since the 

expulsion of Latona; they pass their time in unconfident dalliances. 

Then the heavy-laden woman appears again with her children, asks for 

a drink, but they all refuse it. A thunderclap descends, night fills the 

scene; Apollo and Diana stand radiantly beside their mother, Apollo 

the golden lyre, Diana the silver bow in her hand; a crown of lilies 

descends on the head of Latona. The inhospitable inhabitants of the 

harbour are transformed into beasts, Phrixus and Anaxo are taken 

away from the misery of life. Phrixus and Anaxo are saved from the 

misery of life and lifted by Latona to Olympus. - The plot is not 

sufficient for the somewhat broadly spun poem; it is not at all 

dramatically effective; the lyrical parts alone are successful. The 

fantastic fusion of the world of l!'een with ancient landscape and 

ancient figures lends the whole the character of a fairy tale, to which 

the lovely depiction of nature, the childlike figures of Phrixus and 

Anaxo are quite appropriate. Fom1ell, this work is quite diligently 

worked out. Only the alternating songs of Apollo and Diana to the 

praise of their mother in the second act sound remarkable; Apollo's 

stanzas are trochaic, Diana's dactylic. The love talk of Phrixus and 

Anaxo at the end of the first act is full of naive tenderness; its 

expression is heightened in the third act, where the unconscious 

longing for the feminine, glowing world of stems is added and Latona 

raises her from a heartfelt embrace to the immortals; 

Love only floats up in holy glow, What is not 

love dies in leth's flood. 

"Latona" exists in manuscript in two copies; the first dates from 

1803 and reproduces the first draft ; the second is a much-revised 

spii.tere version, which is embellished with :two .pen drawings (of the 

poet ?). 

"The Peacock's Death," a puppet play in one act, is a thoroughly 

insignificant attempt. The stfick depicts in highly romantic garb the 

blandness of Roman social 
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Life.  The place of action is a garden of the holy city .with 

.view of St. Peter's and Castel Sant'Angelo," Remarkable fil.r KELLER' 

is the statement of a poet who appears in the Stiick and gives the 

following definition of the poetic Gemiith to the guests gathered for a 

happy feast: 

An eight poetical mind is childlike, Rests 

loving at the bosom of nature, 

Faithfully, confidently joins the world and people; But often 

a stranger himself in the world, 

It triumphs over the universe in a pure, pious 

soul. Harmonious is it in the depths of its heart, 

For it seizes not the earth's discord. 

Silent sounds slumber deep i n s i d e , Until the 

god wakes them from their dreams, The eye's 

veil suddenly tears, That it looks through 

heaven and earth, Almost unconsciously then 

sounds sweet sound, 

Light-dreaming, dreaming the soft soul swims Soon 

rejoicing, soon lamenting, on pleasant sound waves. 

Guile and malice are a poem to her. 

She is a gentle stranger on earth, Scared about 

by wild beasts, And happy only in grim 

shadowy valleys, Where she calls the flowers 

her sisters, 

With springs speaks and with the mountain's lifts 

Enthusiastic and prophetic tone weaves -- - 

1804 again shows some larger works by KELLER. Following 

.Latona- he wrote the .Danaiden -, a Dr ma in three acts, to which 

probably again Apollodor's Bihl. 2, 1, 5 gave the material. The cruel 

fate of the sons of Aegyptus, the rescue and escape of the only spared 

Lynceus and his loving wife Hypermnestra, the persecution of the 

father, the threatening duel between Danaos and Lynceus and the final 

reward of them by daughter and wife form the main plot. But KELLER 

has shifted the main emphasis to the description of the subplot, a 

highly insipid and all-implicated love story. He pushes so much, so 

varied and mostly insignificant things into the narrow 
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The artist's reproach is that all and every effect must be lost. He does 

not seem to have paid the same attention to form as in "Latona", so 

that this stucco also lacks the perfection in small details that we 

emphasized there. 

In the spring of this year, KELLER had the misfortune to take a 

dangerous fall, breaking his thigh three times. His wife, as we know, 

was in Switzerland; in order not to frighten her, he only informed 

HORNER and FussLI of his condition. To the former he writes on 

May 25: "The matter is of the greatest importance to me; I have a 

monument for Berlin; it should be finished this summer.  I am not 

able to tell you anything more about this order; it was not carried out 

even by talking; I suppose that UHDEN, who is returning to his 

Prussian homeland, or his successor, will have to pay for it. 

W. VON HUMBOLDT had ordered the same. The workmanlike help 

of his friends saved the artist from all too bitter misery. Still attached 

to the camp, he now began to translate. He continued in his Spanish 

studies with all his energy and transferred Calderon's 

The Disguised Astrologer", "EI astronomo fingido", into German. The 

Bavarian envoy HXFELIN visited him himself (on July 11) to ask for 

contributions for the Bavarian journal "Aurora". There appeared 

("Aurora", eine Zeitschrift fiir das siidliche Deutschland, Miinchen, 

Scherer'sche Bnchhandlung, 1804, No. lll, 112,113, Freitag, Montag, 

Mittwoch, 14., 17., 19. September) a shorter, literary review of Monti 

and translation samples from his Aristodem. The " Aristodem" was, by 

the way, finished later, without, as far as I know, being printed as a 

whole on this side of the Alps. 

Soon after followed a more important work, the translation of 

the Notti Romane of Count Verri. J. N. KIESEWETTER writes from 

Milan to KELLER on September 12: "In order for you to be able to 

understand this 

- As you are not entirely without literary business this winter, I would 

like to ask you to translate "The Romantic Nights". I have therefore 

written to Berlin to have the translation published under the title "The 

Romantic Nights". 

Roman Nights or Ghostly Appearances in the Tomb of Scipio." 

Furthermore he writes: "Rehfues can be of good service to you in this 

respect (selection for translation). 
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The author of the "Notti Romane" is the only one who can afford to 

publish outstanding new works in the field of Italian literature, and he 

certainly does so, because he loves you. The "Notti Romane- of Count 

Alessandro Verri were published by Quien in Berlin in 1805. '11
) The 

signature of the preface H.K., Rome, September 27, 1804, certainly 

suggests that KELLER had already begun the translation, indeed was 

already quite pre-fucked in it, when the request to do so in that letter of 

KIESEWETTER's reached him.  KELLER begins the preface with 

a short bibliography: "The Romische Nachte are too well known in 

Germany for me to need to cite the reasons that determine me to 

translate them. The first edition was published in Rome in 1792 by 

Philippo Neri. In the seventh year of the republic they experienced a 

new edition with Domenico Reggio. Spii.ter two other editions of the 

same appeared in Milan in a printing house S. Zeno, in 1798, the 

other with Denes in the year1800. Onein Paris with Giov. Claudio 

Molina in 1797 and finally two others in Genoa by Frugoni, one in 

1798, the other in 1808. A French translation was printed byDurand 

Ravenel & Comp. in Lausanne are alsotwo English editions of the 

same work, which are unknown in Italy and of which I can therefore 

give no definite indication. It was believed that the work would have 

been closed with the first three nii.chts; however, three more nii.chts 

appeared in the current year, in a splendid edition in quarto and -one 

in pocket format, according to which the present translation is 

elaborated." 
Hereupon the publisher's advertisement begins. The translation 

is quite free, flowing easily from the pen. Some oversights of little 

importance have crept in. I attribute them to great haste in completing 

the whole. 

H. H. Foss1r had taken pains to make the nephew more whole. 

KELLER tried to persuade Roma to return to his homeland when the 

serious accident happened to him. But KELLER wrote back on 

August 18, 1804: "I threw myself on Roma's bosom, Goddess! I cried, 

hold me, I will never leave you," and further: "I must stay in Rome, 

without Rome no happiness is conceivable to me, in Rome my and 

Clementine's joys are held fast." BoNSTETTEN wrote to his friend 

twice more in this year; the first 
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once after his visit in Zflrich-Kttssnacht, the second time as enclosure to a 

Gessner he gave him. The following letters are lost except for one from 

the year 1881 - Rome was at the beginning of our century the gathering 

place of important greats in literature and art. The house of the Prussian 

envoy WILHELM VON HUMBOLDT, who, with his excellent wife 

Karoline, née von Dacheroden, and his children, lived in Rome. 

The meeting of the Schlesians, who had arrived in Rome on November 

25, 1802, was the centre o f  t h e  lively intercourse between all the 

distinguished representatives of the most diverse nations who met on 

the Tiber.  Silesians : 

Memories of WILHELM VON HUMBOLDT, Stuttgart, F. H. Kohler, 

1848, II, p. 64: .The first winter they spent with the artists already present 

in Rome, namely THvRWALD!!EN, SCHICK, REINHARD, KELLER, 

LUND - especially with ZoiGA, FERNOW, 

BoNSTETTEN and FRIEDERIKE BRUN lived together in a friendly 

atmosphere. How close KELLER was to the HUMBOLDT family is only 

proved by the letter of Mrs. VON HmrnOLDT to her daughter Charlotte 

von Schiller of September 17, 1808 (Urlichs, Charlotte von Schiller und 

ihre Freunde, Stuttgart, Cotta, 1862, 2. Band, p.19lff.), which reported the 

death of her ii.ltesten boy Wilhelm. Most of the news of the friendly 

relations and social intercourse of the artists and scholars staying in Rome 

is to be found, in ttbersch wii.nglicher Form admittedly, in FRIEDERIKE 

BRUN, née Milnter: Romisches Leben, zwei Theile, Brockhaus, Leipzig 

1888. vol. I, p. 252, 257, 808, 817, vol. II, p. 85, 124 ff. 

speak of KELLER. In an introductory description of the world of artists, 

Schlesier says p. 99: "We want to list the most important men, but only 

dwell on those who enjoyed the special favor of the house 

(HUMBOLDT!). When HUMBOLDT'S came to Rome, they found 

THORWALDSEN already there, also a lesser sculptor, HEINRICH 

KELLER."  In 

In 1804 Count ADAM VON MOLTKE, then KOTZEBUE, at the end of 

the year Tiedge came to Rome with his wife Elise von der Recke. In 
MoLTU:'s Oden (Zilrich bei H. Gessner 1806) one is found p. 164, which 

is most probably addressed to KELLER. In 1805 the Roman republic of 

artists, scholars, and poets was more numerous and more glii.nent than 

ever: Alexander von Hum 

boldt was there, Frau von Stael '6 ) with Sismondi and A. W. vonSchlegel, 
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Ludwig and Friedrich Tieck, her sister Sophie Bernhardi, the brothers 

Fr. and Joh. Riepenhausen, C. F. Rumohr and Rehfues. In the 
summer of this year KELLER travelled to Switzerland, to bring his 

wife home. . He was received with affectionate joy by his own. He 

strengthened old bonds of friendship in his fatherland, which he had 

not seen for so long.47) We know very little else about his stay. Most 

of the time he stayed in Zurich; in Lenzburg he visited his friend 

HilNERWADEL and modeled a biist of his father, probably the last 

artistic work from his hand. In   the middle of 

November, the happy couple arrived in Rome with their boys, just as 

the French art exhibition, which had been prepared with much pomp 

and ceremony, was about to begin. KELLER criticized it very severely 

in a long lecture, even with a bitterness that may have originated in the 

memory of the misery experienced by the "nation" in early years. A 

letter from FK&Now in Weimar of November 24, 1805, proves  how 

much distant friends cared for KELLER: "I hope you have returned 

safely to the eternal Roma; I wish I had been able to return there with 

you. I sent the sample of Ines de Castro that I had received some time 

ago to Bottiger in Dresden, who promised me that he would insert it 

in the "Deutscher Merkur". 

Freimiithigen") to deliver the news from Italy. You could," he 

continues, "also undertake other more solid works, especially 

translations of interesting works, as you have already delivered some 

successful ones. He then asks his friend to send him a picture of 

Canova, as similar as possible, which 
should 

embellish the essays he 

appears to have done for Gessner in Zurich. Griissen you my Roman 

friends and acquaintances, especially Frise, Reinhard, Zoega and in 

the Humboldt'schen house recommend me at the best. Write to me 

soon and tell me something new from the field of art, you will refresh 

us all here by it. You will receive at most one letter from Meyer. 

Of great influence on KELLER was the stay of LUDWIG TIECK and 

his sister SOPHIE BERNHARD, with whom he, 
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as long as they stayed in Rome, lived in constant intercourse. A series 

of letters provide us with information about their common reading, 

especially of old German poetry.  On January 4, 1806, he wrote to 

HORNER: "Tieck has a poem in his hands which he has translated 

from Old German; he has read it to me; it is called Die Nibelungen 

(The Nibelungs). I assure you, so strange and perhaps so lii.cherli h 

my assertion may seem to you: it is more sublime and mightier than 

Homer and Ossian, a sun among the stars, I have never read anything 

like it; we had such an epic in Germany and did not know it and did 

not appear with it before other nations, probably even complained that 

we had no heroic poem. Such a fate, such simplicity and liveliness, 

such a tremendous colossality, such a sinister nemesis had not yet 

become known to me in any poetry." A letter from KELLER, dated 

May 8, 1806, mentions that TIECK had asked him to write a novel, 

but that he had no desire to do so and no courage. When TIECK had 

decided to return to his homeland through Switzerland (in St. Gallen 

he was to pay a visit to the treasures of the monastery library), 

KELLER gave him recommendations to HORNI<R and Uncle 

FcssLr. The letter to HORNKR is dated July 5, 1806, and says: "I 

know that it will be a pleasure for you to become acquainted with the 

bearer of these lines, Mr. Ludwig Tieck. I have spent many interesting 

and cheerful hours in his company. 

I enjoyed his company in Rome, and his departure leaves me with a 

feeling that is only made less painful by the hope of seeing him again. 
Tieck says, :r;D,\f, . he became 

Sternbald, with the third Thei\ increased, will publish it anew on his 

arrival in Berlin; Rome will have a gentle influence on this novel. His 

sister Sophie has read to me her tragedy Egidio and Isabella, which is 

now to be printed. I consider this woman filr the first of her sex. I 

have become very accustomed to this amiable family, and their 

society has in a certain way become a necessity to me." Professor Dr. 

Blilmner has found a number of letters in the Ziirich city library 

which show that the acquaintance between HORNER and TIECK, 

initiated by KELLER, continued in written communication. To uncle 

Fcssu KELLER reports 
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nor especially that TIECK was interested in him with much 

enthusiasm. SOPHIE BERNHARDI remained in Rome for the 

following months in the company of her brother Friedrich and her 

second husband von Knorring. KELLER read Nibelungen, Parzival 

and Titurel with her (letter of July 11, 1807), and spittered 

Shakespeare as well, during which she "spread out before him the 

splendid treasure of her ideas and views, the fruit of two years of 

study and reflection on this divine poet, continued with constant love" 

(letter of July 15, 1807). Shortly after her departure, he wrote on 

October 24 of the same year: "My spiritual life will begin again from 

the moment I see her again; I miss so much with her; I had become so 

accustomed to being together that it seemed to me that it would last 

uninterruptedly, and a separation was truly not necessary to make her 

value quite palpable to me. KELLER was also in this year mainly 

active as. translator.  He writes: "The translation of 'Plato in Italia' is 

to appear soon; I have become very tired of it, for the tendency of the 

work is philosophical and requires acquaintance with the artificial 

language of philosophy. I prefer to translate it into Ottave rime, if it 

can be done at all. Whether a KELLER translation of Vincenzio 

Cuoco's work has ever appeared in Germany, I have not been able to 

ascertain. 

He generally felt the work of translating, which had to provide 

for his livelihood, as a heavy joy; he forgot himself about it for days 

in a blissful dream, only to awaken unpleasantly, to unravel the old 

tangled mess, and to wind and unwind the thread of the slave reel 

again." Of two tragedies in rhymed verse : - Alphons and Isa." 

Caunus and Biblis", no trace can be found. From February 1807, a 

small, fantastic prose miirchen has been preserved, entitled "Der 

Traum" (The Dream), which probably originated from the reflection 

on his own misfortune. In the same year, the collection "Lieder der 

Liebe" (Songs of Love), begun in 1796, was completed. 

188 poems of lyrical content in various forms. The sonnets are 

numerous; among them are some in which he sang of his outstanding 

works of art. The repetition of the same rhyming words in the filr the 

German language 
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The form of the sonnet, which is too ciinned, creates a unity that 

would be unimaginable if a whole series of these poems were read. 

Among them, however, and among the others, there are some very 

beautiful pieces, so that I only regret that I am not able to present a 

selection at this point. In October 1807, the first draft of the play 

"Judith" was completed, of which we shall now speak. -On April 4, 

1807, KELLER sent HORNER TRIPPEL's estate. u) UHDEN had 

begun a life history and critical appraisal of the famous Swiss artist on 

the basis of this material, but before his departure he handed over 

everything unfinished to HBINRICH KKLLER. In an accompanying 

letter, KKLLER speaks of letters, orders, and his own 

-TRIPPBL's sitting there and names two works of art of TRIPPEL's 

which we miss today: the Diana which is in Hesse's possession . in 

Zttrich and the Nemesis which is said to be in Lenzburg near 

Hfinerwadel. In lii.nger, sharp criticism KELLBR on July 11 goes 

into fiber Zacharias Werner's 

"The Consecration of Power." With a whole box of Bficher w&r this 

Stilck gekotnmen from Deutscbland. "Out of the most glorious 

material has come the most insufferable product : the story violated, 

the truth even, the characters mean and ignoble, like all Ffirsten for 

instance; the allegorical figures are tasteless and lii.ppish, and the 

language often sinks below the mean.'' A letter to Uncle F0SSLI 

speaks of the- unlflflckable propensity to write satires." - I am," he 

adds,- "odiously in a rage that I succeed so well, and yet cannot make 

any use of it on account of the mockery that is spouted." 

-Isis", a monthly journal of German and Swiss scholars, had 

published in its December 1805 issue, p. 1086 ff, scenes from a still 

unprinted tragedy: "Franzesk& and Paolo. This was a sample of 

lliINRICH KBLi.l!ia's Trauerspiele, which was published in 1808 by 

Orell, Ffissli & Comp. in Zfirich without the author's name. There, the 

poet says in the introduction: "Dante's Holle is the Quellea, a.from 

welcher 

the material of this tragedy was created. The event is, however, tragic 

to a high degree; whether it is entirely suitable for a tragedy, I do not 

dare to determine; certainly not in the form that Dante gives it to us."  

And further: "The 
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Franzeska's sweet lament, her sweet silence, has always had an 

extraordinary charm for my imagination; I struggled to pull her out of 

the clutches of death. I let her die again, loving but innocent. Paolo, 

too, remains innocent; he deceives himself about his love, believes he 

feels only a petty tenderness and sympathy for his sister, and his 

passion only breaks out with full force when his fate threatens to 

separate him from Franzeska forever. He cries his last farewell to her 

at the very moment when death unites them forever. The just Dante 

banishes the deformed murderer to the lowest circle of hell." Already 

in the mentioned elegies, which are printed in the Musen-Almanach 

1798, p. 204 ff., we find the mention of the story of Franzeska and 

Paolo (p. 207). On April 2, 1808, KELLER writes to Mrs. LAVATER-

SCHINZ: "At the beginning of my stay in Rome, I wrote the tragedy of 

Franzeska and Paolo, in order to w1ed you something; but I did not 

dare to have it printed afterwards. As my knowledge increased, I saw 

the weaknesses of the style; I rewrote it from time to time, changed it, 

improved it; but always dissatisfied with myself, it remained lying; - 

however, since my dear uncle (H. H. Frssu) liked it, it was printed. 

One progresses, and so I hope soon to be able to offer you a better 

wreath. For to confess the truth: From the moment I finished my 

Trauerspiele (Ines del Castro was published in the same year), I found 

many things wrong with it, my notions of form and treatment had 

softened that I would have liked to withdraw it. The hickening made 

matters worse; the prose, which clung to me like lead, put me in 

despair. - How many changes this tragedy has undergone in the course 

of the years is shown by a comparison of the sample printed in the 

"Isis" in 1805 with the corresponding part of the print: there are very 

many changes and extensions; the poet strives with particular 

diligence, not always with luck, to carry through the rhyme as 

consistently as possible. Even more significant differences have 

existed between these two last versions and the earlier ones. No 

handwritten texts have been preserved for us. 
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KELLER has developed the material found in Dante quite 

freely and created a quite respectable reproach out of it. He chooses 

the fight between Ghibellines and Guelphs as the historical 

background. He gives Franzeska the faithful friend Laura, Paolo the 

violent pagan Neri and the youthful comrades Donati and 

Freskobaldi. Lanciotto is blinded by Hugo, who in some respects 

seems to be modeled on Shakespeare's Iago. To Paolo's downfall 

the papal legate, a former inquisitor, assists. When the Guelphs, in 

gratitude for Franzeska's having freed their aged leader Neri and his 

daughter Isotta, Donati's fiancée, from the captivity of their friend, 

storm the castle where Paolo's life is threatened, Lanciotto, in a 

rage, rushes into Franzeska's chamber, meets his brother there, 

who, forever bidding farewell to his sister-in-law, prints the kiss of 

friendship on his lips, and stabs first him and then his wife. Too 

late the rescuers enter the castle; Hugo is slain by Neri; Lanciotto 

manages to escape after Laura curses him for his terrible deed. 

Some scenes are quite well done by the poet; in the first act, the 7th 

scene, the conversation between Laura and Franzeska, in which 

Dante's, her friend's, fate finds redemption; in the second act, the 5th 

scene, between Franzeska, Laura, and the other two, in which 

Dante's fate finds redemption. In the second act, the fifth scene, 

between Franzeska, Laura and Isotta, then especially the following 

scene, the description of Franzeska's love for Paolo, unknown to 

her, and the unfortunate marriage with his brother; in the third act, 

the political conversation between the brothers, the blinded, 

narrow-hearted views of Lanciotto in contrast to the great, 

liberating thoughts of Paolo. 
In the same year appeared, also by Orell, Fttssli & Comp, 

under the pseudonym l!'. H. Thelo: Ines del Castro", Trauer spiel 

in fiinf Aufbügen. In the "Journal fur Litteratur und Kunst", first 

volume (Zurich 1805, in the Kunsthandlung von Fussli &Comp.) 

some scenes are printed p. 247 ff. A postscript by the editor (probably 

J. HORNER) says: "The fragments of this tragedy, which have also 

been divided, are only intended to show that one day a more artistic 

and noble treatment of this highly interesting, tragic material can be 

expected than, for example, that which appeared almost twenty years 

ago. 
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and formerly with many applause received tragedy of the same 

- Name, by Mr. von Soden,- which is written entirely in the prosaic style 

of the bttrgerlichen family style so popular in Germany even now. & 

Apart from the text sample given there, there is also a handwritten 

version of the entire tragedy in the possession of Professor Dr. Ludwig 

Hirzel in Bern, which, according to exact examination, is to be dated 

later. At the end it bears the remark: "Imprimatur, Hottinger censor", 

but is not identical with the print itself.  It is also true for Ines& what 

KELLER said of 9Franzeska and Paolo&: almost every year brought 

changes and new editions. The Hirzel copy presents a text that lies in 

the middle between the proof in 9Journal ftir Kunst und Litteratur& and the 

later complete edition. I am not clear about KELLER's sources for this 

work. It is possible that he knew Antonia Ferreira's or Domingos dos 

ReisQuita's '9) stuccos of the same name; more likely, however, is that 

either Houdart de la Motte's 60
) Ines was in front of him, or Zingarelli's 

opera Ines del Castro 61
) made him aware of the material. I think it 

unlikely that KELLER knew Soden's stuccos. He may then have taken 

counsel from the first source in the Lusiades of Camoes in the third 

canto, stanza 120 ff.  Alexander Wittich has added in the 

"Ausgewahlten Bibliothek des Auslandes & , vol. Ill, Leipzig, 

Brockhaus 1841, Joao Baptista Gomes' Ignez de Castro i1bersetzt, 

historische Einleitung und vergleichende Kritik der verschiedenen 

"Ignez-Tragodien&. KELLER's play is discussed p.88ff. Wittich bases 

the reproach that KELLER had left the historical truth untouched on 

the substitution of a new motive for the murder of Ines, the smeared 

love of Pacheco. I call this precisely an advantage of KELLER's work, 

this motive promises dramatic effectiveness and lies for the poet not 

outside the limits of the permissible transformation of historical 

models. In this, one can agree with Wittich that the psychological 

inaccuracies (e.g., the separation of father and son at the end) detract 

from the value of this creation. It seems to me that KELLER'S tragedy 

suffers, like many others, which treat the same material, 
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The main reason for this is that it begins too late and that the efforts to 

follow up the death of Ines with a tragic climax are lacking. A number 

of individual scenes again deserve full recognition; but the effect of 

the details cannot hold the whole. 

On October 17, 1808, KELLER, answering the letter of thanks 

for Franzeska's and Paolo's dedication to Mrs. LAVATER-SCHINZ, 

reports: "I have three tissues in front of me that I have begun, but I 

cannot find a thread to put the torn-off end back together: a tragedy 

that has grown to five scenes; a mythological drama that got stuck in 

the middle of the second act; and a comedy that still lies there in a 

haphazard-chaotic way. As diverse as these opposites are, none of 

them appeals to my bosom, and they put me in the greatest 

disconsolation.   Lonely I walked yesterday to Metella's tomb, 

walked silently and alone through the Elysian, silent valley of Egeria; 

but that means pouring oil on the fire, not balm into the wound. This 

aching, softly whispering air, the pale shimmering and sounding of 

bygone times, the ghosts of the departed world before, which speak to 

you here, are too dripping and thickening for a heart that seeks to 

rekindle the sunbeam of joy within." He then speaks of the hot longing 

for Hesperia that seized him when he was in his homeland: "To few, 

perhaps, is Italy what it is to me. Its palaces, domes, statues, pictures, 

landscapes, its villas and Gothic palaces are seen and enjoyed by 

thousands; but certainly few unite like me the great harmony of the 

whole so lovingly and feelingly in the innermost part of my heart." 

The Crown Prince of Bavaria," he reports to HORNER, "is having the 

biographies of famous Germans carved in marble by German artists; 

Mengs, Winkelmann, Goethe and Angelika Kauffmann are already 

finished; perhaps I will also make a contribution, if my health permits 

it. The longing for the beloved art speaks from these lines; his hope 

was vain, he did not wield the chisel again. - In 1809 KELLER'S play 

"Judith" was published by Orell, Fiissli & Comp., under the 

pseudonym of Heinrich von ltzenloe, court poet to Emperor Rudolf IL, 

with the remark on the title page: "From an old manuscript." 

' 
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This tempting sign was at any rate the reason why Jakob Grimm set 

about reading it; we owe to it a generally interesting criticism, which 

was first published in the "Heidelbergische Jahrbiichern der 

Literatur", 1810, Abth. 5, B. 1, Heft 2, 

p. 89-92, and now also in the "KleinenSchriften", 

B. VI, p. 9.  Cf. note 119
) 

Form has preoccupied the poet too much; these thoughts, 

constricted in Spanish snorter's boots, must, in spite of their sublimity, 

appear hollow and made, and we must call the persons who utter them 

sounding machines. We cannot help thinking that in his preoccupation 

with the pomp of rhyme, the author found no leisure to deepen 

himself, to pour into the hearts of his characters the fire of poetic 

feeling. In the constraint of his stanzas, hatred and love became 

shallow, the plot a mere narrative. Thus even the well thought-out 

structure of the style, the intrigue, which Grimm fame, must remain 

without effect. The passage emphasized by Grimm, the scene between 

Judith, EJ.ia,b and 'Recha (p. 114, second act) belongs to the best that 

KELLER has created. I doubt the validity of Grimm's supposition, nor 

of Stiick's accusation that the form alone is Spanish; the material is 

generally known; for the mistakes I hold the author responsible, not a 

model. He says in a letter about the main idea of the work: "Now I 

have written a work in honor of women; dissatisfied with the 

miserable portrayal of female beings in novels and comedies, I wanted 

to champion the honor of women, since I knew so many of the most 

excellent of their sex.) 

The "Maid of Orleans" may have been in KELLER's mind when 

he wrote the "Judith"; but a direct influence is not at all recognizable. 

In 1809 he wrote a series of large and small poems which are lost 

to us: Sigurd das Kind (tragedy in iambs); Mahomet II (in iambs); 

then three farces in prose: Meister Raps; Qui pro quo; Das Testament. 

One play has been preserved in manuscript: The Treasure of 

Rhampsinite, an adaptation of the well-known, often dramatized 

Erzii.hlung from Herodotus 2, 

121. KELLER has reworked the same material spii.ter into a 
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Singspiel, which is also delivered ttberliefert. This reworking must 

have originated much later. At first, the idea that it was derived from 

Platen's "Schatz des Rhampsinit" seemed obvious. According to his 

diary (Platen's Tagebuch 1796-1825, Stuttgart and Augsburg 1860), p. 

246, Platen's work was composed between the 

It was printed together with two other pieces in 1828, but this time is 

too late for the KELLER Singspiel to be written. The main difference 

between the two KELLER versions is not in content, but in form; the 

whole has been interspersed with lyrical interpolations in accordance 

with its purpose, and rhyme has been introduced throughout. The play 

is dedicated to Mr. Heinrich Mylius; the Singspiel shows corrections 

by an unknown hand. 

In 1809 KELLER becomes acquainted with OEHLENSCHLAGER 

and ECKSTEIN through FRIEDERIKBRUN  ; he extols 

the loveliness of the two Danish poets, mentions 0EHLENSCHLAGER's 

Danish and Germantrauerspiele; ,ECKSTEIN",he says, "has not yet 

printed anything !but possesses many things in manuscript, among 

them an Ugolino, written with extraordinary imagination, containing 

many interesting situations and strongly and powerfully drawn 

characters; the Archbishop Ruggieri, for instance, is a masterpiece." 

 By this EcKSTEIN's Ugolino seems to be meant his 

tragedy " The Battle for Pisa," published in 1813.The art 

news from Rome in the "Intelligenzblatt der Jenaischen allgemeinen 

Literaturzeitung," No. 9, February 1, No. 10, February 4, 1809, is from 

KELLER'S pen.  H. MEYER writes about it toKELLER:

 "Youressay on the exhibition of paintings by H. 

Schick has been printed in Nos. 9 and 10 of the "Intelligenzblatt zur 

Jenaischen allgemeinen Literaturzeitung", through which, as I hope, 

some advantage willaccrue to the brave artist Thepublic 

seems to notice the given news with interest and one wishes to see 

some of the described pictures reproduced by outlines in order to get a 

better idea of them. In Dresden, a landscape painter, or rather a 

draughtsman with sepia, by the name of Friederich, has emerged, who 

is very good, peculiar in ideas and highly characteristic in the 

figuration of the individualparts Then the imperial French 
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The main actor Talma is indeed excellent. A few days ago, we and 

our actors gave two performances of Sophocles' Antigone, after a new 

translation, to great acclaim, and we are now expecting to see Oedipus 

soon as well. - You will already know, dear friend, that FERNOW has 

died; he suffered a great deal, so much that one could almost say it 

was fortunate that he finally ended quickly. The wife died but a few 

months before him.  You should 

have known ZIMMERMANN, who is now in Rome; he is a good, brave 

man, cheerful, happy and talented. Please also mention GMELIN and 

anyone else who is an old acquaintance of mine." In 1810 KELLER 

became a member of the archaeological academy in Rome; many 

works of the coming years testify to the interest with which he 

devoted himself to the study of antiquity. Reports of new excavations, 

complaints about tasteless restorations and destructions appeared in all 

his letters about the Alps. In the above-mentioned work of 

FRIEDERIKE BRUN's "Romisches Leben", II, p. 334 ff., four letters 

of KELLER'S 
antiquarian content. KELLER is spii.ter correspondent 

On June 11, 1816, a very honorable letter from the academy to 

KELLER is preserved; on January 27, 1820, Prince Christian 

Friedrich, the president of the academy in Copenhagen, personally 

thanked KELLER for the courteous reception as well as the friendly 

attitudes of respectable scholars and  artists that he had enjoyed in 

Rome.  Some ofworks of the following 

years also indicate his constant preoccupation with art. In March 1810 

KELLER translated PIETRO VIVENZIO's5') Letters on the 

CapitolineColossi Theywere published with an 

introduction by Biisching in the "Pantheon" (Zeitschrift fiir 

Wissenschaft und Kunst, edited by Dr. Johann Gustav Bfisching and 

Dr. Karl Ludwig Kannegiesser, Leipzig bei Saalfeld 1810), p. 327 ff--. 

KELLER was a close friend of VIVENZIO through joint work in the 

field of archaology. In Hottinger's Zurcherischen Beytragen, zweyten 

Bandes, 2. Heft (Zurich bey Ziegler und Sohnen 1815) p. 1 ff., is 

written, t r a n s l a t e d  from Giorgio Vasari, "Leben des Buonamico 

Buffalmakko florentinischen Maiers." 611
) In summer 
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This year KELLER's circle of friends received a welcome addition: 

LUDWIG VOGEL from Zurich came to Rome for his education and 

became his table companion. KELLER judged the young artist well 

and very correctly when he wrote home on July 2: "The appearance of 

the young VOGEL in Rome was a great success. 

Rome was as unexpected to me as it was joyful, and I hope that in him 

our fatherland will receive one of the greatest artists it has ever had. 

The painting he has begun has attracted general attention here; the 

simple, faithful and leisurely expression, the impartiality and truth of 

the position of the grain, the naturalness in the movements and faces, a 

praiseworthy drawing, the poetry of the whole was a quite new 

phenomenon here, where one sees so much of the mannered. 66
) And 

four weeks later, KELLER asks his friend HORNER :-"Was it not 

possible that VOGEL would be given a large work, for example, to 

paint in the town hall? a man of such excellent talent should be 

employed." 

The years 1811 and 1812 produced the last dramatic 

KELLER'S works that became known through printing: three 

tragedies of patriotic tendency linked by their content, an appended 

dramatized idyll from the mountains of the Unterwald, and two further 

tragedies whose themes belong to world history. The plan for the four 

pieces, which he conceived as a tetralogical whole, he developed in 

September 1811 as follows: - The two first cover the Burgundian wars 

: Charles the Kiihne first part the battles at Grandson and Murten; 

the second part his death at Nancy. The third is called Hans 

Waldmann of Zurich. The play describes the return of the alpine 

herdsmen from the war. My intention was to show in the first two the 

strength and fortitude, loyalty and modesty of the Swiss during the 

wars and in their most beautiful splendor. In the first, the proud 

Charles appears in the fullness of his glory and his victories, in the full 

arrogance of his whole mind; human will, earthly striving are 

predominant. In the second, fate and nemesis appear dark; furies drag 

him to the abyss, his soul is dark, his heart is consumed in inner fury: 

thus he falls into ruin. 
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- Hans Waldmann, admired as a hero in the Burgundian wars, now 

steps out of the stormy life into a narrower path, on which his great 

spirit soon feels hindered. He wants to break through the barriers, the 

boldness of his courage exchanges him for time and circumstance; 

fierceness and passionate character often make him blind to equity. 

and massification; it carries the presentiment of the future; in the 

Aware of good intentions too quickly, not strict enough in the choice 

of his means, he sinks in his endeavors, but with tragic fate. He is 

opposed by Goldli, the protagonist of the present, a faithful adherent 

of all that is traditional and existing. It is anathema to him to even 

think of touching what our father has firmly established; a zealous 

defender of everything old, to whom the constitution is considered an 

ark of the covenant, a palladium, which one should only approach 

with a hardened head. These two characters cause the dramatic 

friction. The play, on the other hand, contains a picture of the 

happiness, the freedom, the way of thinking and living of the 

inhabitants of the Alps. 

December 16, 1812, he goes on to say of this fourth piece: "My 

intention at first was to make the story of Brother Klaus the content of 

it. But since it was also in my plans to hold up a cheerful mirror to the 

mind after so much tragic shock, the colouring seemed too gloomy to 

me. I divided my piece into three idylls; in the second, the Swiss 

Anachoret appears, but more as a teaching, less as an acting person, 

because I wanted to depict his speeches and the spirit of his teaching. 

The joke in the third is so chaste and innocent that, I hope, no one will 

take offence at it; on the contrary, it is entirely suitable to certify the 

innocence and innocence of the acting persons. - 

- The first volume appeared under the title: Vaterliindische 

Schauspiele von HEINRICH KELLER, Burger von Zurich, Bildhauer 

zu Rom (In Zurich bey Orell, Fussli & Comp., 1813). Dedicated to the 

gentlemen Hans von Reinhard and Friedrich von Miillinen. The 

portrait of Charles the Bold is in front; LUDWIG VOGEL drew for this 

volume the departure of the united Swiss from Munsterplatz in Bern 

(d. by Lips), Cornelius the Duke of Burgundy fallen on Nancy's 

battlefield (d. by Rahl in Vienna). 
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The second volume, dedicated to Aloys von Reding and Niklaus Zelger, 

followed in 1814; it contains Hans Waldmann and the Return to the 

Alps; Overbeck supplied for it a small picture : Waldmann hears his death 

sentence in the dungeon; LUDWIG VOGEL a second one: The praying 

Klaus von Flue, in the background a warrior hurrying home with wife and 

child67
 ) (both engraved by Lips). - As the third volume of the plays 

"Trauerspiele" appeared in 1816: The Conquest of Byzantium and 

Johanne, I., Queen of Naples. This volume is dedicated to FRIEDERIKE 

BRUN and K. V. VON BoNSTETTEN. Heinrich Zschokke reviewed the first 

volume in his Miszellen fur die neueste Weltkunde", 7th volume 1813 

(Aarau by Heinr. R. Sauerlii.nder), p. 195, 196 (cf. note 68
). 

I have not been able to find the historical account of the 

Burgundian trade which KELLER followed. 

In ,Hans Waldmann- he goes exactly with the W erke of his uncle 

H. H. FUssu ,Johann 'Waldmann, Ritter, Burgermeister der Stadt Zttrich -

, an attempt to explore the customs of the .A.lten from the sources 

(Zilrich bey Orell, Gessner, Filssli & Comp.1780). One will easily 

recognize this mainly in the speeches of the peasant leaders and the 

envoys from the city in the camp at Meilen (KELLER, IV. Handlung, 2. 

Szene, FcssLI p.159, 160). There we must also look for the model for the 

use of dialect in this play.  Furthermore V. plot, 10th, 12th, 14th and last 

scene; FCSSLI 

p. 195, 200, 201, 223, 224. 

The idylls are KELLER'S invention; individual lines with which 

he melts them I confidently call generally known: e.g. the story of the 

peasant who represents his own and the opponent's cause in court, 

loses the case and brings the partner the joyful news of the victory. 

The joke in the second idyll, which KELLER thought he was 

defending, is quite innocent; only it seems questionable whether the 

poet was equipped to spin out such a simple anecdote dramatically. 

These scenes seem like the pictures of the Bernese mayor Konig, who 

was generally popular at that time. 

The two tragedies:  The Conquest of Bizanz - and 

Johanna I, Queen of Naples", are wrongly dated on page 226 in any 

case; by a substitution one will arrive at the correct date. KELLER 

fetched these materials in two appendixes 
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Rotteck's, which appear in J. G. Jakobi's "Iris," 1805, p. 45 and 

1810, 

p. 73, are printed. The proof of this is not difficult to furnish; compare 

Rotteck's ("Iris," 1805) p. 70, 71, 72 with the last lines of the second 

act, with the third, fourth act of the fifth act of "Queen Joan I." Fttr 

"The Siege of Bizantium," compare the ("Iris," 1810) episode of 

Justiniani given on p. 102 with the scene in the filnth act described on 

pp. 135, 180. The tragedy, "Johanna I, Queen of Naples," is the best of 

all KELLER'S six plays last discussed; the progress of the plot is rapid 

and clear, and the conclusion is truly tragic. - KELLER should be 

taken to task for a criticism that was published in 1824 in the journal 

"Europaische Blatter oder das Interessanteste aus Literatur und Leben 

fur die gebildete Leserwelt" ("European Papers or the Most Interesting 

Literature and Life for the Educated Reader"), published by Gessner. 

p. 141. He is accused of "naive ignorance of the written German 

language, verse structure and dramatic composition," while admitting 

that "in his Kauder welsch, he sometimes knows how to express his 

lively, good nature, his love for the fatherland, the customs and the 

domestic life of the country folk with local colors, so that one regrets 

that he did not write in the native Swiss dialect. The written German 

language must have been as unimportant to him as silk leggings are to 

a dairyman when he is wearing trousers." 

KELLER, especially in his patriotic plays, had sought as close as 

possible to the language of the people, often even using the dialect itself, 

in order to speak quite verstii.ndlich to the people.  The recognition which 

Grimm gave him for the easy handling of the rhyme will protect him from 

the second reproach. In the case of the material treated by KELLER, of 

course, there can be no question of a dramatic composition; he writes 

dramatized history, and historical fidelity must go beyond the demands of 

dramatic theory. The enthusiasm with which the people approach the 

description of the deeds of their ancestors, the deep devotion with which 

they take it all in, make the excitement of the intrigue, the suspense of the 

climax, the horror of the catastrophe unnecessary; they already know the 

material, they only want to be edified again by the powerful 
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Unity that leads to victory, it wants to stir up hatred against the 

arrogance and disloyalty of the fiefdoms, and to rekindle the fire of 

patriotism deep in the heart. 69
) This is what the critic may well have 

meant when he continues: "The reviewer would almost be inclined to 

admit that he read Mr. KELLER'S plays with far more secret aesthetic 

enjoyment than many a dozen moral, heroic or fateful tragedies; 

exempla sunt-nota. The commendations of the Landammann of 

Switzerland, Hans Reinhard (drafted by Chancellor Mousson) and 

Aloys Reding's testify that KKLLJrn's plays were highly esteemed in 

Switzerland as a patriotic gift. 80
) -The dii.nical physician and litterate 

Albrecht Schonberg has sung the praises of the patriotic dramas of his 

friend KELLER in a poem of ten verses, "Det hellige Trae." - We still 

have news of the following lost poems of KELLER: Der Traum (a 

Singspiel in rhymed verse); Freie Liebe (a comedy in prose); Der von 

Harlekin heilte Prahler (in iambs); Das Diplom (three plays in prose); 

Der Astrolog und der Auerhahn (a farce in prose); Der Refraktii.r; Die 

Hollenfahrt (farce) ; Joli (a comedy) ; List und Liebe; Sempronia 

(tragedy); Alphons der Biisser (drama); Die Herrmannsschlacht an der 

Tiber (a jest).  Among those extantdeserve mention:

 GiovanniBoccaccio or the Sensual and the Spiritual 

Love (written in December 18HI); lpsara (in three cantos, 1824); 

Merega (a singspiel, 1830); and Pia, iibersetzt nach Sestini1832 

 "GiovanniBoccaccio and Princess Maria, or the 

Sensual and the Spiritual Love," is an aptly laid-out, formally well-

crafted dramatic poem in twoscenes Theprincess Maria lets her two 

friends Laura and Fiammetta argue about the preference of sensual and 

spiritual love; Boccaccio, inflamed with fierce love for her, has crept 

into the garden and listens covertly to the women's speeches, but 

suddenly enters the gentle circle and decides in a poetic address that 

only the union of the two deservesthe name of true love Thesecond 

scene takes us to the princess's chamber; it is late in the evening; in a 

triple song she confesses the passion of the praised poet. Boccaccio, 

daring everything, enters the room... 
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and finds her slumberingquietly. Heawakens her with e1mgen 

chords of hislute Sheturns him away, threatening him with 

death; he asks for death or preservation, imploring her not to count his 

indomitable love to his bark. Mary lets the spell of his glowing 

eloquence enter her heart, reluctantly she fills her love with growth; 

  Boccaccio sees the success of his wooing, 

he extinguishes the candle: "Arise, O sun of life, in bright rays 

splendour, Thou e a r t h l y  light extinguished, 0 holy, deep night. a -

The poem, as we see, is without much action; the interchanges give the 

author an opportunity to show his intellectually, as well as formally 

excellent dialectic. The purely lyrical passages are in part excellent. 

One reproach that can be made to this work is that it suffers in its 

length. It exists in the original manuscript and in a poor copy that has 

been corrected many times. - In 1824,under 

 theinfluence of philhellenism, KELLER'S only epic poem was 

written: "lpsara", in three cantos, 94 eight-line stanzas, dedicated in an 

epilogue in 1880 to Bonaventura Genelli Itdescribes the struggle of a 

Greek island attacked by a mighty Tfirkian superior force, which in 

the greatest distress is sacked by tribal briads.  KELLER 

raises the accusation against the Occident that it is to blame for the 

fearful bloodbath that has been caused by barbarians among the 

descendants of the noblest people. Full of profound indignation, he 

pronounces a judgment for this outrage and praises the power of God, 

who gave his faithful strength and courage to strike the enemy on the 

head. The poet continues medias in res; the description of the battle 

moves forward succinctly and biindigly. But in the course of the poem 

this tendency often comes to his mind, and then he interrupts the 

stream of events and turns to more storied politicalreflections He 

easily masters theform of the eight-line stanza with the rhyming 

position of the ottave; inconsistencies betray rapid completion; 

subsequent changes are completely   absent. In the epilogue to his 

friend GENELLI, written later, he praises art, the comforting godchild, 

which alone makes  this life bearable. The extent to which the 

hatred of the Greeks' oppressors endured is shown by a later work of 

KELLER'S, which in unfinished 
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Merega, a musical play in three acts. The battles of the French for 

Algiers, the death-defying defense of the inhabitants form the 

historicalbackground. Thelove of a soldier Ali Bey of Oran for a 

Frenchwoman, the finding of her father Merega, who had been 

languishing in Turkish slavery for many years, the conflict with a vow 

that the daughter would consecrate herself to the service of God if she 

found her father again: these lines may give an outline of the plot.  

 Thethird act is lacking, and with it a 

pacifyingconclusion Somescenes are quite effective; KELLER 

has worked his way into the peculiar :forms of the Singspiel, and it 

seems that he was well aware of the musical value of one or the other. 

 1832 ttranslated KELLER 

B. Sestini's romantic poem "Pia" into German. Sestini, the well-

known improviser from Pistoja, died far from his fatherland in Paris 

on November 11, 1822. His work - published in 1827 under the title 

"Pia. Leggenda Romantica" in its fifth edition - caused an enormous 

sensation in Italy. The material of it is more hinted at than clearly 

developed in four mysterious verses of divine comedy. Dante puts the 

following words into the mouth of Pia, who is languishing in a love-

gram (Purgatorio canto V.133-136): 

Ricorditi di me, che son la Pia : Siena 

mi fe', disfecemi Maremma: Salsi colui 

che innanellata pria, Disposata m'avea 

con la sua gemma. 

The poem is divided into three cantos, which together contain 

268 ottaves. The translation, which KELLER completed shortly 

before his death, is fluent, faithful to the sense of the poem, without 

too fearful an adherence to the wording. KKLLER's original seems to 

be lost; a copy from the year 1835, ready for printing, will have to be 

the text for an intended publication. KELLER has created in his own 

poem: Mathilde oder der letzte Savelli (Legend in two cantos, holding 

163 ottaves) a Seitenstiick to Sestini's "Pia". (Cf. Rumohr "Der letzte 

Savello," reprinted in Heyse's deutschem Novellenschatz, vol. 2.) It is 

one of KELLER'S most mature creations, which, full of poignant 

tragedy, depicts the downfall of a sacrilege-laden 
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of the Roman family. Also this poem soil be published. 

In the years 1807-1816 a respectable collection was formed 

The first two volumes of lyrical attempts: two biographies entitled 

"Lamentations", a per gament booklet "Wandelgii.nge", about 280 

poems of different form and very different value. Compared to those 

mentioned earlier, they represent a significant advance in the use of 

verse and rhyme. The sonnets are again the most numerous; at the end 

KELLER also tries the form of the epigram.  All these poems are 

pervaded by the painful lamentation for lost life in wistful tones; often 

one hears chords of the folk song, often we recognize the great 

German models in KELJ,ER'S ways. A selection may one day be 

snatched from oblivion. - In 1816, he encouraged his uncle F0sSLI to 

found a magazine that would publish news from Rome, since news 

from Rome had become rare since Grass's death. This plan did not 

come to fruition; some novellas and stories in prose may already have 

been produced for this newspaper; they are all set in Italy: Donatos' 

Wedding, Das Portrii.t, Der Piemontese, Der Konskribirte, Der April 

morgen in Italien, Der wandernde Stor, Liebe und Schicksal, Die 

Geschwister. KRLLER also offers Cotta, through HORNER, editions 

of outstanding works of Italian literature, or negotiates with FnssLI for 

printing& ; some have appeared in the already mentioned magazine 

"Echo" in Milan. In the course of the years another work grew up, 

which he had commissioned by Propaganda Fide: Storia della 

religione di Cristo del Conte L. di Stolberg tradotta dal Tedesco peril 

principio da E. Keller ed ora proseguita dal Cav. J. F. Rossi (Roma 

alla stamperia della Congregazione di P. Fide presso F. Bourlie 1828. 

5 volumi in ottavo). KELLER, like so many excellent German poets 

and artists, had converted to Catholicism for the sake of a rewarding 

occupation, had taken a teaching position at the Propaganda, and had 

begun the translation of the "History of the Religion of Jesus Christ" 

on its behalf. For the sake of the dear bread 61
) KELLER wrote in the 

years 1824 and 1830 his Eleaco di tutti gli pittori 
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scultori architetti u. s. f., a guide through the art workshops of Rome, 

whose introduction may be a testimony to the ease with which 

KELLER mastered the  Italian. The  first was published in 1824 

by Bourlie, the second in 1830 by Mercurj e Robaglia in Rome

 Whetherthe hope expressed in the "Morgenblatt," 1824 II, 

Kunst blatt No. 105, p. 420, of seeing this Elenco renewed every year, 

or every two years, was fulfilled, I do not know, as only the two 

copies mentioned came intomy hands 

 Thecritics of the "Morgenblatt" see in the regular renewal 

of the book a careful guide to the history of art; if the introductions 

were as detailed as in the Elenco of 1830, they would have prophesied 

correctly. KELLER also rendered important services indirectly to art 

in general, and to German art in particular. On July 28, 1816, he 

extols the excellent spirit and love of science which were 

 peculiar to his friend MAssnu. In the following year, 

however, he arranges for CORNELIUS and OVERBECK to have 

MASSIMI's Casino (Villa) painted al fresco. We Swiss are grateful to 

him, as Liebenau ("Das alte Luzern", p. 158) has already pointed out, 

that THORWALDSEN completed the model for the Lowen monument, 

while he never carried out the work entrusted to him by the Bonaparte 

family thus repaid hisold Lucerne friend PFYFFER for the love 

he had enjoyed inhis apprentice years in happy circles on the Reuss

  KELLERgave a brief notice of the Lowenden 

monument in the .Morgenblatt," Kunstblatt, 1817, No. 17. He saw  the 

Ahorn masterpiece during his last stay in Switzerland in 1822, when 

he brought his youngest son Vinzenz to Zurich. He did not stay long 

in thehomeland;  evenif he could have tolerated the climate 

better, the longing for Rome did not leave him a quiet hour; often he 

felt mortal fear that he would no longer be able to breathe Hesperia's 

violets; poetic epistles to his friends speak of the melancholy that 

dominated him to get rid of the urge and to flee to 

 Switzerland. KELLER leftRome again only temporarily. 

 Muchbitter misfortune was saved for the last years of his 

life: three adult sons died;  the old circle of friends thinned out. 
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more and more and the adolescents did not feel drawn to the 

sorrowful, serious man with the painful, dreamy eye. All the greater 

was the joy when comrades of earlier years sent their drawings; the 

sculptor Durn:NHOFER from Stuttgart, the well-known architect 

WEINBRENNER from Karhiruhe let themselves be heard from now 

and then; with Switzerland he lived in constant correspondence until 

his end. A number of critical works prove his restless activity also in 

the last years; In his estate we find essays on painting in Rome, on 

excavations in the winter of 1822, summer of 1823, on sculpture in 

Rome, Carlo Gozzi, Van Bree, Oppenheimer and Robert, Camuccini, 

Orsel, Gegenbauer and some English artists, on the moulding of the 

human body, on fairy tales and folk biographies of the Italians, 

Osservazioni sull' arte, ed- alcuni opere dell' arte. Then he wrote :i'n 

gelauterter Lebens anschauung. Sentences and aphorisms; they teach 

the art of bearing the hardships of existence, hardship and despair. 

- to defy, to renounce the happiness sought by most, and to find inner 

peace in self-sufficiency. 

At Frascati, KELLER had sought relief from his pulmonary 

fibula on several occasions; he spent the year 1825 in Naples; but the 

illness inexorably sapped his strength and he died on December 21, 

1832, almost at the same time as he died. 

H. H. FilsSLI, who has been his most loyal friend. 

KELLER was a deeply poetic creature; his pictorial works, as 

well as his poetry, give glorious evidence of this. His most beautiful 

sculptures perished before they reached their destination; in poetry he 

lacked theoretical foundations, but mostly the self-confidence to 

overcome all difficulties. Childish timidity was characteristic of him 

throughout his life; melancholy and a tendency to melancholy are the 

foundations of his nature. He always considered it a great misfortune 

that he had to renounce art.  While as an artist he strived with great 

skill for classical patterns, his poetry shows a tendency towards 

romanticism. His works of art and the creations of his muse show a 

strange mixture of the ancient and the modern. 
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NOTES. 
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')We would like to express our sincere thanks t o  Mr. AuGusT and Mr. 

ALBERT voN KELLER in Milan for kindly providing us with all the material that 

enabled us to complete this study on their great-uncle. 

') Dr. H. MEYER-ZELLER in Zurich has a volume of lyric poetry which I had 

available for inspection. 
3) The son of the Leipzig philosopher ERNST PLATNER (1744-1818), born in 

Leipzig 1773, from 1800-1853 in Rome, originally painter, later more devoted to 

historical and theoretical art studies. 

') Born KASPAR KELLER 1744, compare Ftlssu's Kunstlerlexikon. He was a 

very thlit member of the Fireworks Society. 
5) Thus, contrary to the statement of the New Year's Journal (6. Fehr.), the 

Civil stands-Register says. 
8) H. H. Ftlssu, historian, writer and statesman, born in 

Zurich 3 Dec. 1745, died there 26 Dec. 1832. 

7) Kiinstlerlexikon, Allgemeines, zweiter Theil, welcher die Fortsetzung und 

Erglinzung des ersten enthlilt. Zurich 1806: H. H. FtlssLI. 
8) Mrs. city judge LAVATER" is her name in letters. 

g) The only surviving letter from Bern dated 4 February 1790. 
10

) Born at Buochs on 2. Hornung 1769, first pupil of WYRSCH in Lucerne, 

spliter in Rome under TRIPPELS supervision and snatched from his distress by H. 

MEYER and GESSNER from Zurich. Self-biography: Meuse.ls Neue Miszellaneen 

VIII p. 1040-51. 
11

) JAKOB HORNER: born March 22, 1772, died June 13, 1831; well-known 

Zurch scholar (cf. also Horen: Pia.ton's Thelitet). 

u) Luoww KAISER: Author of the Eidsgenossisches Trauerspiel Arnold von 

Winkelried oder die Schlacht bey Sempach. Zurich, Ziegler and Son. 

179 I. (Cf. Soden's Thalia and Melpomene, p. 24, first volume, second issue. 

Chemnitz, Hofmann. 1797J. 
• You won't believe what his plays and ballads are made of for chicans, and 

especially for him. L. Wursch reports KELLER to HoRNER 

on Easter Sunday, 1791. 
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18

) MARTIN voN MuRALT, the deaf-mute Schiller CHRISTEN'S- and spiiter 

Schefhauer's in Stuttgart.  Works by him (Sappho u. s. f.) exhibited in the Zurcher 

Kunstsalons 1804-0fl. 

1') KONRAD GESSNER, born 1764, educated at the Dresden school of art, 

1787 and 1788 in Rome, later in England for a long time active as famous painter of 

battles and landscapes. 
16

) There are no letters from HoRNER to KELLER; from other friends only a 

very small number. KELLER'S son Vinzenz has, at the request of his brother 

Albert, selected from HoRNER's estate a number of letters from his deceased 

father, and these are available to me, together with a number addressed to H. H. 

Fttssu. 
18

) The latter poem is included in a compilation of all kinds of things worth 

knowing by H. KELLER frllh. 

17) THEOD. voN LIEBENAU: Das alte Luzern (Lucerne 1881) p. 158: Under 

WYRscu's direction the Zllrcher HEINRICH KELLER trained as a sculptor in 

Lucerne . - . . . Cf. iiber WYRsca: Melchior Wyrsch et les peintres Bisontins par 

Frances Wey (Besan-,on, Dodivers. 1861). 
18

) This essay is preserved in a fragment (eight quarto pages). The intolerance 

and lack of education of some clergymen are scourged in it. 
19

) UHDEN is the subsequent Prussian envoy to the papal see. 
16

) LuDwIG HEss, born in Ziirich 16. 0kt. 1760, d. 13 Apr. 1800. cf. Joa. H. 

MEYER, LuDwIG HEss, landscape painter (Ziirich, Orell Ffissli. 1800), 

p. 41 ff. 
11

) KELLER'S art comrades: EscHER is an architect, ScHINz a painter. Ueber 

KASPAR ScHINz, den briiderlichen Freund der Malerin LuisE SEIDLER, vgl. H. UHDE, 

Erinnerungen und Leben der Malerin L. SEIDLER 1874 (Register). 
22 FERNow, CARL LuDwrn, famous art critic and scholar, b. 

Nov. 19, 1763, d. Dec. 3/4, 1808. ZotoA, the Diini archiologist, who lived in Rome for 

many years and died there on Feb. 10, 180!l. CARSTENS, As>ms JAKOB, b. May 

10, 1754, near Schleswig, history painter, the reviver of ancient taste, d. in Rome May 

25, 17!l8. 
23 FEODOR lVANOVICH, a Cossack. 
14 Brother of the landscape artist PHILIPP HAcKERT. 
25 ANGELIKA KAUF.IIANN, distinguished painter, b. 30. 0ct. 1741 in Schwarzen 

berg, d. in Rome 5. Nov. 1807. 
28 Cf: Italienische Miszellen, B. V, p. 129 (Cotta, Tllbingen. 1806). 
17 BRuN, FRIEDERIKE, née MttNTER, born at Griifentonna, 3 June 1765, died 

25 Mar 1835. 
28

) In the present KELLER's letter HORNER himself has noted some alterations 

in the margin which have remained afterwards: instead of Eh'mann, Eh'herr heist's 

Oheim; instead of Weibchen: niece; instead of: of Buonaparte's and Beaulieu's bloody 

fight: of Buonaparte's fight, Mantua's near relief. 
19

) I always indicate first in parentheses the reading of the Nierler writing 

contained in the letters to HoRNER and then the wording of the print in the 

Musen-Almanach. - First Elegy: (glad and blessed makes me) glad me 
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(of the slain people) of the devious people; (of the politics of the court) of the 

court deceit; (the lovely eyes lowered) the eyes lowered lovely; (squints sideways 

at me) squints sideways at me; (chides the people cowardly, a wicked pack) 

c h i d e s  the people fiercely, chides them a wicked pack; (that he has long said, 

foreseen long ago) that he has long said, foreseen long ago; (so everything is to be 

done in haste) to be done without haste; (that he has long said, foreseen long ago) 

that he has long said, foreseen long ago; (so everything is to be done in haste) to 

be done without hasteNow he takes the hat, we look with faltering breath, 

Anxiously waiting after him, whether he will return back; (I turn quickly) I turn 

nimbly; (but the heart's desire spoke the listerne look) but the heart's desire spoke 

the more eloquent look; (strainers there we once read in Dante's divine book) 

Behold there we once read in the book of the divine Dante; (How love so quickly 

takes two hearts) How love so easily takes two hearts; (Paolo trembling kisses her) 

Paolo trembling kisses her; (on the sighing mouth) her on the sighing mouth; 

(Sank her lovely face, on mine am) Sank her lovely face still on mine am; (Every 

stammering sound on the lips there) Every stammering sound to me on the lips 

there. 

Second Elegy: (No Rene brings the fledged back) No Rene brings, ah, the 

fledged back; (leads you astray) only leads you astray; (Whose miihlicher Gang 

Schweiss der Stirne entlockt') Whose lastender Gang Schweiss von der Stirne nur 

lockt. (When after meihlich day beckons the joyful night) When after meihlich 

day beckons the joyful night; (And she trustingly in the evening in my arm 

wieget) When she trustingly in the evening in my arm wieget_; (with glowing 

wick) flames with glowing wick; (she lures with dainty finger) so she lures with 

dainty finger. 

Third Elegy: (Lass jetzt Nadel und Rahm uns ruft Jubel und Lust) Lass jetzt 

Nadel und Rahm, Mll.dchen, uns rufet die Lust; (Es kommt Laura mit uns und ihr 

Brall.tgam der wackre Philippo) Laura wird uns begleiten, ihr Brall.(We'll roll 

home with joy) We'll roll home with speed; (Among joy and song) Among song 

and play; (By torchlight, home with joy) By torchlight, home with joy; (That the 

street sounds of the Bacchic feast) That the nightly street sounds of the Bacchic 

feast.chtliche Strass' tont von dem bacchischen Fest; (es tonet die kllappelde 

Trommel) es schallet die kllappelde Trommel; (lädt reizend uns) lädt uns selbst 

auch ein; (das brll.unliche Madchen) das lustige Miidchen; (die Laute der Freude) 

die Jubelstimme der Freude; (mit Menadischem LIi.rm) laut mit Menadischem 

Lil.rm; (Nimm deine Zither) Nimm die Zither; (Eile, gieb mir den Arm, munter 

mein Liebchen voran) Eile, gieb mir die Hand, munter mein Liebchen voran. 

Fourth E legie: (past the reading we return) and already past the reading, we 

return; (into gerll.uschvolle Rome) into erbrausende Rome; (lives 

Ii 
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wohl stlsse Busche) silsse Bilsche lebt wohl; (Du geschwAtziger Bach, du 

Blandusias Quell) Du Blandusia's Frühling, Anio's murmurdering stream (the 

latter taken from a fancy distich); (uns Aurora erweckt) wo uns Aurora geweckt; 

(bleibet gra gracious uns hol!) remain gracious and hold us; (and I offer you the 

picture) and this picture we offer it to you; (I formed it with industrious hands 

from wax) I formed it with industrious hands from wax. (O take, take it gladly) O 

take, heavenly take it gladly; (it is Cupid your image) Cupid it is your image; (Full 

of golden fruit a twisted horn) Full of golden fruit a twisted horn; (Of all the fruits 

that richly your grace gave us) Of all the fruits that you loving ones gave us; (dead 

are bushes and woods) defoliated are woods and bushes; (Sadly rustling and cold 

in the crackling foliage, it brushes) Sadly rustling in the crackling foliage and 

shivering brushes; (Over stubble and fen) Over stubble and fen; (Sadly withering 

nature) Oh it withers nature; (Friendly among us up and he will dwell with us) 

Friendly with us into the city and he will dwell with us. - 
80

) From "Briefe an SoHILLER". Edited by L. Urlichs (Stuttgart, Cotta. 

1877), p. 285, 286. In Urlichs' note to this letter, the Musen-Almanach 1797 is 

erroneously given, while KELLER'S Elegies are in the 98. 
11

) Cf. ScHILLER-GOETRE, Briefwechsel, nos. 370, 379. 

89) Cf. ScHJLLER-KoRNER, Briefwechsel (2nd edition, edited by K. 

Goedeke, Leipzig 1875, vol. IV, p. 64). The other names mentioned besides 

KELI.ER are Siegfried Schmied (1774--1820) and Amalie von Imhof (the latter 

with two pseudonyms A. and F.). Cf. about this: Versuch eines Chiffernlexikons 

zu den Gottinger, Vossischen, ScmLLER'schen und Schlegel-Tieck'schen Musen 

Almanachen (Hamburg 1875), Progr. by C. Chr. Redlich. 
83

) K. A. Bottiger's Jitterarische Zustande und Zeitgenossen (Vol. II, p. 59), 

edited by K. W. Bottiger, Leipzig, Brockhaus. 1838. SELMAN= Karl Gustav von 

Brinkemann, b. 1764 near Stockholm, d. there about New Year 1848. 
34

) Perseus was finished before Diomedes; the New Year's tiick is to be 

attributed to it. 
85

) The Bishop of Derby, also known from GoETHE's Gesprii.chen with 

EcKERlllANN, a rich Kanz. 
88

) Cf. iiber Acquisti's Atalanta: Guattani's Memorie enciclopediche Romane 

sulle belle arti, Antichita ec. Torno II, p. 116. 
37

) Erinnerungen von einer Reise aus Liefland nach Rom und Neapel, von 

AunusT voN KoTzEuuE (III Theile, Berlin 1805). 
38

) Cf. ltalienische Miszellen (Tiibingen, Cotta. 1806), vol. V, p.160, 161. 

ae) Cf. about the group: J. G. Meusel's Archiv, 1805, 4. Stiick. 
40

) Cf. "Die Kiinstler aller Zeiten und Volker," begun by Fr. Muller, continued 

by Klunzinger. Vol. II, p. 474. 
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41

) "Ino" was composed in 1765, printed in the edition of 1766, p. 139, and 

perhaps became known to KELLER in the form published by David Burkly in Zurich 

in 1774 and set to music by Johann Gottfried Seyffert. 
0
) Cf. FEnNow's Sitten und Kulturgemii.lde von Rom, p. 279. 

'
3

) Cf. letters of K. V. VON BoNSTETTEN to FRIEDERIKE BnuN (edited by 

Matthisson, Frankfort 1829), I, p. 138, 210, 283; II, 100. 
44

) Cf. KARL LuDwrn FERNow's life, edited by Johanna 

Schopenhauer (Tiibingen, Cotta. 1810), p. 311; the statement on p. 305, that a 

Romish woman, the wife of a Swiss, had travelled with him to visit her 

husband, is to be corrected. 
40

) Romische Nii.chte oder Geistererscheinungen im Grabe der Scipionen. Berlin 
by C. Quien, 1805. 8 ° (X and 355 p.). 

40
) Frau von Stael wrote to BoNSTETTEN underm 15 February 1805: KELLER 

s'est casse la cuisse. (Cf. BoNSTETTEN-BRuN Br., p. 248). 

-7) Mrs. LAVATER-ScHINz addresses blacksmith poems to her youth friend. 
48

) HORNER celebrated TRIPPEL's memory in the New Year's Circle of the 

Kiinstler Society in 1808. 
49

) Two Portuguese poets of Ines tragedies. 
60

) Ines de Castro, Tragedie en cinq actes, en vers, par Mr. Houdart de la 

Motte de l'Academie frarn;oise. Representee pour la premiere fois par !es 

Comediens ordinaires du roi le 6 Avril 1723. 
61

) KOTZEBUE (Reisebeschreibung, vol. III, p. 323) saw an Ines, also Georg 

Friedrich Treitschke, the Viennese Theaterintenda.nt. 
62

) A few years ago, the addition to the title would have been just as powerful 

as the ruins of the monasteries or the middle of each century, or the dark days of 

prehistory. now it has lost this innocence and is an unauthorized aid, after which 

the buyers draw, and if not Heber had the not at all meanly written book of a 

shield unnothig, then it was at least more exchangeable, for example, a Spanish 

work to publish. Instead of praising some individual things in it (e.g. the decisive 

scene between Judith and Eliab), the following consideration will lead to an 

important censure of the whole. nothing can be more justly and certainly decided 

upon than imitation of new poetic forms, which sometimes even testify to poetic 

skill, but always a misbegotten work, in which there is no joy to be had. if foreign 

words, speeches, and species are to be introduced among us, there must be a 

sanctification of manners about them, so that they become runny to the ears and 

tongues, just as the dew of night falls coldly on the plant before it starts. almost no 

form is in itself too heavy; the one that has to be heavy, precisely because it is 

new, carries its death with it. a great many foreign forms have entered our poetry 

a s  guests for half a century; it remains to be noted, however, that our great poets 

made use of them only later, when they had been sung, spoken and heard. for this 

effect is produced by those ha.lblebende studies, indeed by the quite dead ones. 
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works, however, that they allmAly dislike their forms, if they are not inmostly 

repugnant to the whole constitution, and what the parents began unjoyfully and 

unhappily, may be sacredly pursued by the newcomers. jambs and hexameters are 

now as common and mobile to us as the loosest prose itself, and who knows 

whether in ten years we shall not have a quite honourable alliterative poetry to 

show for ourselves, to which our language would all the more readily appeal, 

because the new mood meets with an innocent recollection of age-old youth. For 

the time being, however, the author of the 'Sigurd must allow us to praise him only 

for having known how to apply his stiff art to the lyrical and oracular passages. 

For and against the introduction of the spanish and italian sages, partisan voices 

can still be fogged, while now scbon seems to have decided the matter himself 

and to have declared himself for i b r e ' s  permissiveness in the lyric and against 

that in the dramatic. at first sight, one might think that the development of our 

language had robbed it of too many woolly rhymes, so that it could no longer 

compete with the rhyming frieze of that language, and that, although we possess 

enough breath, rhyme and asso nance for songs, sonnets, etc., none of them can 

hold out in great poems. 

But in reality the reason for this result lies more deeply concealed, and even in this 

apparent deficiency] the glittering, heartfelt nature of our language and poetry 

may be revealed. for it would seem that the simplicity of form, which may at first 

reveal itself only in the strophic principle, is contrary to the nature of drama and 

inevitably b i n d s  the freedom of dialogue. With the epic it is still quite 

different, where one and the same music is heard over the whole and far away, 

where one and the same sun shines over good and trousers; for the drama, where 

life appears as it is, loud and bodily, where one hears the raindrops fall and the 

individual tree leaves rustle, it is not fitting that the same tt'lne should fall in the 

other man that has risen in the one. how can a hater and a lover agree in one and 

the same rhyme, or a like-minded man break out into the sound, which before has 

sealed the deepest sorrow'? and since in drama nothing at all is supposed to be 

spilren ]assen by the poet, so this would then be there against his will, and so 

opposing passions would be blunted again by the connection. this at least rec. 

This, at least, is what the reviewer felt when he read Cervantes' excellent 

Numantia, a drama written entirely in stanzas, and it has remained in h i s  m i n d  

as an epic rather than a dramatic print; he would have had a similar feeling when 

reading French tragedies, but at that time he did not know how to explain it, since 

it was always laughable to him that there are often three or more persons in a 

single Alexandrian. now take even the newly published wooden translation of the 

Numantia ! although in Calderon and Cervantes one easily forgets the one error 

through the many others. without all consideration . on the other hand the verse, 

after the example of the purely lyrical passages, remains permitted as in 

monologues and appears in the comedy, 
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where the poet is allowed to interfere, is also permissible; indeed, individual 

rhymes, applied dialogically, can be of the greatest effect, as in Romeo and 

Juliet's first courtship, where the rhymes harmonize like the hearts and the words 

mingle like the souls. the present drama, like the spanish, is arranged in stanzas, 

though they are not four-lined or octave stanzas, but specially chosen five- or 

four-line stanzas, and we even find an inward admonition of the dramatic feeling 

in the alternation of the rhymes, which is in itself most unauthorized. the nature of 

the rhyme is so delightful that it even opens up and allows to be found secrets and 

relationships of poetry, just as there are tones that seek and demand each other; 

but it should certainly not lead to common thoughts, nor force to forced 

c o u n t e r - s l a s h e s , into which error the author, so finished with the rhyme, 

has not seldom fallen. Worse than all this, there seems even to be a Spanish 

imitation in the content, which makes Holofernes speak of love as gracefully and 

daintily as Judith always can. this is striking in the spascenes, where we are 

always and forever to be refreshed with cowardly boasts, whispered lust of the 

servants, and cilnk of the bttrger husbands, as if one could not laugh at a thousand 

other things. the invention and execution of the intrigue would really be 

praiseworthy, if the impression of the whole would not nevertheless remain cold 

and mad. nowhere to feel no heart beating in the human body, no eye opening, no 

limbs in joyful motion; what should the agitation of made machines, the flashing 

of dry glass and all the daintily broken folds mean to us?" 
68

) According to a letter of KELLER of April 23, 1808, ScnLEGEL has the 

Judith to H. MEYER and the latter sent it to Zurich for printing. 
6') Lettere sopra i colossi del Quirinale scritte al Sig. Pietro Benvenuti Pittore 

d' istorie e direttore dell' Academia delle belle arti in Firenze da Pietro Vivenzio 

di Nola. Roma 1809. 
66) According to the letter of July 2, 1810, KELLER, in association with 

his brother-in-law PLATNER the translation of the whole Vasari. 
68

) What is probably meant is: Die Heimkehr von Morgarten. Cf. Kiinstler 

Neujahrsblatt J881, p. 27, 33. 
67) This warrior with wife and child is taken from the painting just mentioned. 
58

) "The sculptor KELLER in Rome has given us with the first volume of his 

"vaterlandische Schauspiele" as a present. This first volume gives the life and 

death of Charles the Bold, in two sections; the first of which concludes with the 

battle of Morten, the other with that of Nancy. These are really more historical 

dramas than plays that can be seen on the stage; attractive and heartrending by their 

inspiring content, especially for the Confederates; honorable to the patriotic spirit 

of their author. There  is no lack of individual well-done scenes or paintings, 

but more of a solid, all-encompassing unity, through which 
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the tangled mass of incidents clearly grouped, comprehensible, in necessary 

relations to each other and the rays are all connected to a single focal point. 

Charlemagne's misfortune arouses pity, but the feeling that he is not worthy of it 

becomes unpleasantly stiirend. The poet's language is lively, but not soulful; often 

it is harsh; often only the iambs remind us that we have verse. Most of all we 

missed the all-conquering poetic genius, which clarifies the reality and pours out a 

higher life into these hulls of dust, through which they lift us up with them. The 

poet, by clinging too fearfully to history, forgot his true profession, and in 

contradiction with Rich himself he shows us only the effects of his own 

divisiveness. KELLER'S excellent dispositions are not to be doubted; but that, as 

he soils, he is at all times worthy of them." 
ff-) I completely agree with what Goedeke fiber Hottinger's 

Dramas says. 
80

) Cf. Alpenrosen 1815, p.305; 1817, p.332. 
81

) Earlier, for the same reason, he had participated in the <;arrarian marble 

quarries and, for example, supplied the block for TaoaWALDSEN's Jason. (Cf. 

Thiele, TaoRWALDSEN, Leipzig 1852, p. 80, 106, 15!J.) 
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MY LIFE. 
 

I, Bernhard Wyss, was born on May 20, 1866 in Solothurn, as the 

eldest son of the teacher Bernhard Wyss, attended the city schools there 

in the years 72-78, then the cantonal school of my home canton until 85 

and passed the Matura in August of the same year.  The enthusiastic 

instruction of my teacher and friend WALTHER VON ARx had 

determined me early on to study German literature and language: I 

entered the University of Zurich in the autumn of '85 and studied with 

BACHTOLD, SCHWEIZER-SIDLER, ToBU.R, with BREITINGEH, RAHN, 

STIEFEL and 

In the autumn of 86 I went to Leipzig, where I took lessons from BAHDEftS, 

BIEDERMANNS, HILDEBRANDS, KOGELS, 

WiiLKERS and ZARNCKES enjoyed. The affectionate reception and 

friendly encouragement of HILDEBRAJSDS is especially commemorated 

here. In the autumn of '87 I returned to Zurich, hoarded BACHTOLD, 

ScHwg1zER-S1DLE1t and Tom,ER until the spring of '89 and worked 

in their seminaries. I owe them all the best that they offered me during 

the time that I was under their guidance. 
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